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Holland City News.
VOL. Ill- NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, APRIL

7.

4, 1874.

WHOLE

Thi Itmiini of Sr. iitiiifitono
I f

Wm

IX

located iu the Pall of 1846. being Nflected aa

AVKKKATK, G.J.ASON, lit Ward

the rtndtz
_________
voum of
-- a
j powerful
powerful Immigration
Immigration,from 8th street.
•ihc Netherlands,tmaer the laaderanln of Kev.
A.C. Van Raaltb. D. D., and other*. The motive* |£ROON, O. J.. Retail Dealer In all the branches
yoverulng thl* selection at that time, have been __ of Hardware.A lull itock alway* on hand;
amply Juntided by the fact* a* they are thl* day 8th street.
presented to the world; not by the growth o. our
yAN DKR VI BN, K.. Dealer in General Hard
t’lly alone, but by the steady and irreolstahle
deware; cor. Klghth and River street.
velopment of thl* entire Colony, of which Hot.Iand City I* the •* bnun, trial Ctntrr."
LANDKOBND 4 MKLIH. Dealer* In
The various attraction* offered for Lab and
Hard ware, Tin ware and Fanning imple
JHwr .Vortyo/ton,PUhtrif*, Manufacturing,Com ment*; Klghth atreet.
•nmt, Agricultvrt,UortkuUurt 4c., were keenly
ved by
hr this
thl* people; and althoughbut partly
parcelveo
Hotill.
developed,nave already rewarded the Industry and
frugality of the early pioneer*
pioneer*.
.........
All thl*...
wa* ....
folA ETNA HOrSH. P. Zalsman. Proprietor
lowed up by the privilege* connected with Com
i
Kirsi-claasaccomtuodatio' . Free Buss to and
mm School,AcatUmic and Collegt Education
frt m the Trains. Eighth Street.
Holland City was IncorporatedIn 1887; contains a population of about I.Um Inhabitants; Is ^ DTY II()TEL._ E Kilunio 4 Son, Proprietors.

having on Imard Arthur Laing and Jacob

_

And

lar

He had lieen

ill

thought, in mj eeri; childhood,

Ah. little I knew of the future!
Oh, not for the aged deed,

of chronic dysentery

At reel f om his we»ry labor,

time:

several months. He was well supplied
above the age of twenty- with stores and medicines,hut he had a
one Clin, a five year*’ residence within presentimentthat the attack would prove
For an

I

That he could not long be here.

j

Are the * Bent tears 1 shed

!

Nlien,

The sexton old grows older;

)

And to-daf In the autumn mild,
Wrinkled,and white os the winter/
Slate where admitted, \n required for full donkey, but s<N>n had to be carried. ArHo burled my beautifulchild.
citizenship; ulao a declarationof at letMt riving at Muilila, beyond Lake Hemba, in -Atlantic.
the United ttiatca, and one

V

-tltimtedon the beautifulshores of Black Lake, six
Built in IHTS; FurnishedInelegant style, and
miles from Uka Michigan; has three Kail Roads, a first-class hotel throughout.
•nd a good harbor. It Is barked bv a very fine agriculturaldistrict, North. East and South, varying
J. UroRH. Proprlelor:
In extent from ten to fifteen miles, and of which
opposite the C. 4 M. L. S. H. R. Depot; good
Holland City 1* the NaturalMarket.
auxtmmoduilon; building and furniture new.

Bent and « blto was the sexton.
With (he *row* of maov * year;

on or hIhiuI electiontime, Wainright, in charge of the remains of
and we ihouglit that an ihatnaetof our Dr. Livingstone, who gave the following
natural izatkm laws, might lie of informa- account of his fatal lllneMi and death

i .....

.

The steamer Mnlivu has srrlved off Suez,

rlglite and voting qualificationsof foreigneru, are asked

yAN

(

SeverHl queMtions pertnining to the

tion to some of our readers al thlfepirtlcu-

111.

THI OLS 8IXT0N.

Hard

wareHtore; sell cheaper than any other;

NO.

two years

>

ear within the

admMon,

Itcfore such

fatal. At firat, he

wan

able to ride on a

the Hisa country,he said, *• build me a
to become a citizen of the hut to die in.” A hut was built by his
United States,renouncing at the time all followers. The Isl of May he was conof a botut

Jide intention

Thi

New

Ottitlttftkf.

i

The extra session of the Legislate,
previous allegiance.This latter tranaac- fined to bed, and afterwards suffered
called to receive and revise the Report
lion in what Ls generally termed, first pa- greatly, groaning night and day. The
the Commission on the revisionof Had
lters, and can he done Itefore the clerk of an v
third day he said he was very cold, and
Limy Ml Sill Sutler
Constitution,has completed its Ihlmno
Court of record, either Stale or United requested that more grass be put over the
The Commissioners, we apprehend, will
ItKNDER. G. H. Livery and Sale Stable; new States. The fittul act however must take
hut. Ketumbo, Chief of Hisa, sent flour
1) barn ; opposite City Hotel; Market street.
hardly know their own otispiingwhen
place in open Court, with witnesses to the and beans and behaved well toward the
I^OONE.H..Livery and Sale Stable; Market
they see it again. The appointed Judicisatisfactionof the Court, that during the party. The fourth day Dr. Livingstone
street.
ary has been discarded, mid the eleetlvd
five year* the applicanthas behaved as a was insensible, and died about midnight.
VJIBBELINK, J. H.. Livery and Hale Stable;
retained. Upon the qaeniion of women!
xv go
giKvl accommodation for horse*; Wh street, man of good moral character, attached to Makadhooa,n servant, was present when
suffrage we shall have the opportunity Uf
near Market.
the principles of the Constitutionof the Dr. Livingstonemade his last entry in his
vote seperutcly, whh h we would pMer to
United States, etc.
BMufictoriu,Bllli, Qhcpi, I*.c
diary, April 27. He spoke much and
have done i Iso upon the liquor question/
Minor children whose parents hare not sadly of his home and family. When he
| J EALD. R. K., Manufacturer of Hmps.-and
Among the more iniporiaiiichanges and
. _ Agricultural Implemeuta; commission agent been naturalized, and who desire to bewafl first seized by the fatal attack, he told
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
provisions are the following:
come citizens,must get their pafiers on his followers he intended to exchange
) ADELS. VAN PI TTEN 4 CO.. Proprietors
No municipality shall aid in any way
coming of age, before they arc entitledto everything for ivory to give them, and
of Hugger MUlu; (Steam Saw and Flour
any
associatifm or corporation, nor shall
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
the privileges of citizenship. The only push on to UJiji and Zanzibar, and to
it constructor own a railroad, Ko city
L’CUTT, W. J., Planing, Matching.Scroll saw- dilfcrence in their case is, that the declara- reach England.
Ing and Moulding; River street.
or village shall incur a debt aiimantingUt
tion t»f intention is not required. For in
The same day on which he died his foltrKRBEHK. II. W.. 4 CU., Proprietorsof the Stance: If A becomes a resident of the lowers consulted w hat to do. The Nas- over 10 per cent of its taxable valuation^
Phoenix Planing
All kinds of hnildUnited States when he is 1(1 years old, sick boys determined to preserve the re- unless a majority of the electors authorize
ing material furnlsheu at Grand Rapids prices.
with the intentionof remaining here, he mains; Ihey were afraid to inform Ihe the increase. The legislatureshall havu
Iff INTERS BROS 4 BROWER (successors to
vf Di tton 4 Thompson), Euglueers and Ma- will be entitled to his papers on arriving Chief of the death of the Doctor. The the power to prohibit discriminationby
nilOENIX HOTEL

I

The place wa^almost entirely destroyedby the

memorabletires of 1871; ana

it* re-nullding is

•marked by that same tenacity,Improved by American experience, which has charucterired its first
history.

The

II Aland VUy Noe*. Is the only English papublished in this City and surrounding*, and
P* circulatedamong a population of IB.miolnhab
fiaut*.As such It Is a most excellent medium to
• tvortlse,to which fact wo respectfullycall the
attentionof the business men of this and surroundingplacet; our rates are fair, and will not be
deviated
dated fr
from.

>er

A more detailed statement of the businessof
this place, as representedby It* leading men, wilt
be found in the following /Hrtctory. •*
We have taken pains to have them all duly represented :

I

I

ijusincss gHwtonj.

O

Attomyi.
|

JOWARD. M.

^

JO BRIDE. G. W„ Atjorueyat Law

D.. Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

_

tor In Chancery; office with
and. cor. Eighth and River street*.

and Solid

M

D.

M

V

How

I

chinlsts. See Advertisement.

/\RT,

F. J.. Attorney at Iaw. Collecting and
a
Pension Claim Agent. Office. East of "city
Hotel.-

at

age.

If he is 18 at the

time of

/

^

Bakirlu.

JJINNEKANT.

J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

1)ESS(NK. Mbs

L., Pronrietreas ofCIty Baken ;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
this line served no call; 8th street.

I

Dealer in all kind* of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th •trect.

person interc»tcd in

whose parents are not citizens.Children
of persons

yAN DKR UAAK,

who have been duly

DOCTOR LI VINOKToy K.
! Died May 4th, 1878.

any

!

in

a railroad shall lie in-

supplying material to Ihal

railroad or in a

for-

company for transporting

passengers or goods over iis line.

and superscribedIt with the name of the

Thu

headman Susa. The body was preserved consolidation of competing telegraph

The right to vote is regulated by the

XirehMtTillm.

terested

;

naturalized

H., Dealer in
In Fresl
Fresh, Salt.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper are considered citizens without
and twine; 8th street.
mal naturalization.

v

RN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
_ Draft* bought and fold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.

railroads,to regulate the sjieed of trains,

Secretary had the body removed to an-

Hrenery; val in this country, lie

T7TITE. J..

Baklaf Ml liehMi*

his arri-

must wait until he other hut, and built a high fence around it and to establish“ reasonable maximum
tenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon 4
i*28 before getting his final certificate. to insure privacy. He then removed the rales” for freight and passengers on rail*
When he is 21, he can file his intention to internal organs, placed them in a tin box ways and canals. No railroadcorpora*
But Xarkrti.
become a citizen,if he desires, and vote, and buried it inside the fence under a lion shall consolidatewith a com|iel|ng
I^LEYS.P,. First Ward Meat Market; best of subject to Hie laws of the State in which he
line, or have any arrangementaliout
large tree. Jacob Walnwright cut an inMeats always on hand. Klghth Street.
freight*
nr fares with such a line. No
resides. The above only applies to minors scription on the tree there thus;

yREB CARL. ProprietonifHoUnnd

lines, even by the purchase of one by thu
in salt and dried in the sun twelve duyi.
W.. Merchant Taylor,and Dealer
in ready made clothing ana Gent*' Furnish- sides. In this State all the requirements
The Chief Ketumbo, on being informed other, shall lie strictlyforbidden. A wofk INNER ABUT, Miss. A. M . DealeMn B^ik* A ing Goods.
are eml>odiedin the followingoath to be of Livingstone’sdeath, had drums lieat man’s private properly shall remain hcra
Statlonary;ConfecUonary,
Toys, etc.; River
Street.
BoUrv rubllei.
administeredto an elector when his vote and guns fired as a token of respect, and after marriage.Any property she acJJLOKTINGH, A., Book Binder, and dealer in I NOESBURG, II., Notary Public and Conveyan- is challenged : ** Von do solemnly swear allowed bis followers to remove the body, quires slier marriageshall also be entirely
I / cer; office at residence.Ninth street.
Book* and Stationery; River street.
(hat you are twenty-oneyears of age, that which they placed iu a coffin of bark, and hers. Her husband shall not lie liable for
I^ANTERB. L. T.. 4 CO.. Dealers In Books. POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insarance you have resided in this State two years commenced the Journey to Unyamjembe, her debt* before marriage, nor for those
A grot, Niitasy Pohtlc aod Conveyancer;
ColStationery, Toys, Notioua and Candles;opand six months, that you have declared w hich consumed alioiit six months, send- “ contractedby her in relation to her sole
lection* made Id Holland and vicinity.
P wlte City Drug Store, Eighth street.
your intention to become a citizenof the ing in advance a party with information property after marriage.”Women shall
yXNSCUBLVKN.q., Notary Public. Justice
fiootl Ml IfcMI.
of »he Peace and Conveyancer; Office, Hol- United States,pursuantto (lie laws there- of all that had occurred,addressedto Liv- lie elidible to the offices of Register of
land City News.
jP LFEKDINK 4 WESTKRHOF. Generaldealof, six months precedingthis election, that ingstone’s son. The advance party were Deeds and Notary Public, to those con_ . erslnBootsandShoes;repalrlngueatlydone;
ll/ALSH.
II., Notary Public, Conveyancer, you have resided in this State three months
River street.
met by Mr. Cameron, who sent back bales nected with schools snd libraries, and to
Insurance and Real Estate Office; CVy
next precedingthis day, and in this town- of cloth and powder. The body arrived any others hereafter designated by law.
Drug Store, 8th Street.
J | ERULD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
__ Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
ship (or ward, as the case may he) ten days at Unyumjembe ten days after the advance The Interest on public funds, .loaned or
FkotopipkiEighth street.
next precedingthis day, and that you have party and rested there two weeks. At deposited, shall always he paid over to the
OPKIRT8MA, L. 4 SON, Deilera In and Manu- I ADDER OEOROB, Photograuhs and Gems mat voted at this election.”
Unyamjembe Livingstone’s remains were Slate, municipality, or other owner of the
facturers of all kiud* of BiMitsand Shoes; -ith Ij in all the variousstyles anasir.es; Gallery
on Eighth Street.
A person who Hindi have declared Ids placed in another bark case, a smaller one, funds. Convict* shall lie taught no meIntention to become a cllizen, and dies be- done up to represent a bale of goods, so as chanical trade which will make their laPkyiieiMi.
firagaMl kidlelsti.
fore he Is actually naturalized, the widow to deceive the natives, who objected to the bor compete with that of Michigan me1 \OKHBURG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl^NNIS. T. K.._PhysIclan; residence, opposite and children of such alien shall be considchanics. Special legislationis prohibited.
passage of the corpse, and thus carried to
J ’ does. Paints and Oils, Brushes, ±c. PhyS. W. cor. Public Square.
alcian'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth St.
ered as citizens of the United States.
Zanzibar. Dr. Livingstone’sclothing, Sessions of Uie Legislatureshall be bienJ EDEBOER, M, Physician; residence on
nial. Neither the State nor any muniNo
foreigner
who
shall
he
a
native
citiPUTTKN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, MedlNinth street.
papers, ami instrumentsaccompaniedthe
clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprle’orofDr.
cipal corporal ion shall appropriatemoney
W. Van U«n Heho's Family Medicines;River Ht. I EDEBOER. F. 8., Physician and Surgeon; zen of a country with whom the United body.
States shall heat war at the lime of his
I * Office In Van l4tndtfgend's Brick Block.
When sick in bed, Dr. Livingstone or property for any sectarianpurpose.
law s

IkOSMAN. J.

Booki Ml BUUeMry.

of the State wherein the peroon

re-

ll

O

I

M

yAN

floor.

See advertisement.

MOWERS, T. D^

I

Dry flocdi.

KKTSCII,

I

D

flour

OLOOPKK 4

O

Ml

Surgeon:office

QCHOUTEN, R

Fill

fomitun.

Publisher of
Hollander: all kinds of printingdone neatly,
and at low figures; Klghth street.

yORHT^C..Publisher

flniral Dulin.

'PE ROLLER

RANTERS,

A. M., Agent for Grover and Ba-

ker’s Sewing Machines; Eighth street.

X

healer In Drv Goods, Oroceriw. Crocke-y. Flour 4 Provisions.New
Store, Eighth 8{reet.

TT

flnetrUa.

X^LIETSTRA. A..

P

Groceriesand Supplies; a

ready market for couutrv produce : a choice
•lock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market St.

rfVK VAARWKRK.G.

sale of ardent spiritsor other intoxicating

liquors.

The

Constitutionas

amended will be

submitted to a vote of the people at the

them personally.

No

person,shall Ite

a citizen of

re-

at

any time during the said five years, out

for the benefit of alien* who

Eighth street.

Bum,

W:od, Bark, Ite.

RANTERS. R., Dealer In

Staves. Wood and

or before the lat of

May

now have

next, and

who

A carkf.I(which tilings out

many

of

re-

quired of an applicant for Granger-drip, as
taken from the by-laws of the Fntrons of

be a tillerof the soil, directly interested in

|?LIKMAN. J.. Wagon and

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
done. Cash paid for Furs.

r

and

or daughWatcbii aal Javclry.
ter of a farmer and in sympathy w ith the
A LBERS, J.. Jeweler and Watchmaker. The Order; Provided, in cases that may arise
oldot establishmentIn the city; Eighth by unanimous consent of the Grange,

member

shall he the w ife

numbering thirty male members, an appli-

BRKYMAN. Watchmaker*.Jewel-

may be admitted who has lieen a
farmer, and is In full sympathy with (lie
movement,on the gnmiMi that ids or Iter
VI7EYMAR 4 KKUIDKNIKK, House 4 Carriage \I7YNNE.E,C;
C. B.. Watchmaker at j.
J. albihs:
Albbrs;
influence will add stiength, influence, and
Painters;shop over Vaarwerk’* Grocery
1th street; all work neatly done and
Eight
credit to the Order.
Store, nrat Ward, Eighth Street.
warranted.
•I

of Zanzilwr,

er*, and dealer* In Fancy Goods; cor.

Cruz, endeavoringto escapinginto France,
has been seized sod deliveredto the offi-

unanswerable retort iu

a sketch

on

a short

rage would have become a memlier of tbo

trip

do, your honor," •" Well,

cant
Eighth

and Market streets.

MB

____

him.

It i* probable that the

good woman. lie roughly dealt with
The Bible lays so. Hut she may have ernment,
there's no doubt »be was a

l»een

Cure

will

by the Spanish Gov-

no better than your mother or mine,”

you’ll allow thcre’a a mighty difference in

in sympathy their children!”
with the Grange movement; and every
—

agricultural' pursuits,•

lady

J.. Family Supply Store’; Street.
acholceatockitfg ocerie* always on hand.
Blacksmith si.op in
in rear of Kt
8t re; Klghth street.
I ONLIN 4

Just been

cers

Husbandry: Every male applicant shall ‘‘That’a thme, ytmr honor. But then
BlackiHitki.

lias

brought to a close. The Cure of Sant*

of the Serrano Government at Bayonne. Thl* man’s courage, cruelty, suWjt— We met with a witty and peMlrion vindlciivehess,and partisan

Hritirii merchant

Irish

as pictured by tradition,

1‘

Tobaccokal Cigar*.

1

then proceeded along

marshes to Muilala. All hi* papers,
and addressed to the Serrcliiry of
Stale, arc in charge of Arthur Laing, a

Mary?" ”i
Til* following are the qualifications

G. J- Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigar*. Snuff, Pipe*, etc.; Eighth st.

to south,

the east side, returning north through the

the worst traits in Ihe Spanish character,

through a portion of Ireland, The Inquisition. Hi* excesses were so great
fall, we state that in order to do so they writer is converging with his oaf driver; that even the Carllst leaders, w Ik> liavn
must declare their intention, or takeout "You are a Cath'dic,Jimmy?” “Ye*, struck at little that even seemed lo help
And pray to the Virgin their esusc, were com|ielled to rcpidfat*
their *' first paiwnt” on or before that day. your honor.”
desire to vote at the general election next

Bark; olficc at his residence.Eighth street.

rpK ROLLER.

from north

sealeil

In connectionw ith the above provisions,

X

FaUtin.

any act

The only geographical news is as fol- general election in November, before
lows: After htanley’s departure, Ihe Doc- which time we hope to he enabled to lay
admitted to become tor left Unyamjemlie, rounded the south Ihe whole document before our readers.

U.. Dealer In Harnesa. SatchelV. resided for two year*, or who w ill have reI / Trunk*. Saddles, Whips, Robes, etc.;
Klghth street.
sided for two years in the United States on

WafoaaakmMl
Grain, Flour and Feed made a sfniclallty; River St.

pass

an express re*

f\B VRIB8,

Hats and Caps. Fbur, Provisions, etc ; River tft.

BRKM.AN. H. D.,

liver

The Legislatureshall not

nunciaiinn of his tide or order.

and

yANPUTTKNA DE VRIES. General Retail l\
. Dealers, in Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery.
by

Webb, the American Consul at Zanzibar, has received lettero, through Murphy,
orders of nobility, in Hie country from Livingstoneto Stanley, and will de-

of the territoryof the United Stales.

Balllin.

D.. Retail Dealer In Dry GiknIs.

Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and’ conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

have borne any
a member of any

from which he came, shall in addition to

”

authorizingthe grant of license for the

shall

sided in the United States, without Itcing

IbUURSEMAJ.4 CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, yADPELL, H.a Manufacturerof and dealer In
1/ Groceries. Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Clothing and Feed; River street.

of the

going

the United States, who shall end of Tanganyika, traveled south of the
De Wachter, Organ of not for the continued term of five years
Lake Hemha, or liangueleo,crossed it

Sivlsg Kuhiaii.

yENNEMLA., Dealer In

Furniture, Wall PaCnrpeia. Oilcloths. Curtains. 4c. Wagrear of Store; Klghth Street.

who

next preceding Ids admission, have

vertisement.

per,
onshop In

of

foreigner

“I am

the True Ref. Dutch Church.

Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

»

A

heriditary title, or been

the usual requisites,make

De

I^ENJAMINSE, Wm..

\ffKYER il.. 4 CO., Dealers in all kindsofFiirIvl nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
A J. M.,jt SON, General Dealers In
Furniture A Co.fins; Eighth Street. See ad-

Surgeon. Physician Obstelri-

fukllikin.

Feed. Grains and Hay. Mill stuff. Ac.. 4c. La
ba'be's old stand. 8th street.— Se- Advertisement.

__

A..

clan. Regular graduatedand Licensed. Offlee at resld'mcc. corner 9th and Fish Street.

HIGGINS. Dealersin Flour and

Jb EID8BM

on M. D. IIowano's lot, cor-

nerofHthand River st.; residence on 10th st.

General dealer In Dry
Goods, Yankee Notions. Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and Market streets.
1>

J

applicationfor full citizenship, shall he prayed much, and said:
HomeopathicPhysician and (hen admitted to become a citizen.
home.”

WiitLK the currency question was under discussionin the House, last week,

Mr. S. fj. Cox, of New York suggested
(facetiously) an amendment that every
A kf.makkahlk incident connected with
dollar of greenbacks now in circulation
the funeral of Senator Sumner Is that he
shhll lie a legal-tenderfor $8, and (hat
gave one invitation to hi* ow n funeral.’,A
young man from MassachuseitN called on every $3, fa, and $10 greenback shall be
the Senator the day before ht*deaiU, and a legal lender fur three times its present
told Mr. Sumner that he would ll.u* to see value. He remarked that this would obthe inside of

ifto

«

v

-

--- —

-

-

Senate C’bamlier. Sumner

viate the coal of printing, and would disgave him a line requesting the doorkeeper
tribute
Ihe effects of inflationimmediately,
to admit him. On the day of the funeral
this man a;>|>e*red at the door, showed bis instead of by the slow and antiquated
card, and was admitted to (ha floor,
methods nuw in use.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
0. S.

DOESBURG

HOLLAND
—

MIOnialN.

— -o—

-

- -

f

—

*

NEWS SUMMARY.
---- -«

The

authorities. One or two liquor-dealers
have
Following is a tabular statement of tho
sent their goods out of town to get them beballotingfor Unite4' States Senator iu tho
yond the reach of the law. . ,W. F. Houghtallug, agent for the Hoe press manufactory of MasH&ohusetts Legislature :
New York, was killed in Chicago last week by
falling through a hotel elevator way.... The
Mayor Of Cincinnati has been unanimously
toquesfad by the Common Council of that (fity
to prohibitthe womqu from continuing tfilir
crusade against the saloon-keepers
.

A CO., Ptblisiebs.

CITY,1

............

-

After six weeks of prayer by the women
crusadersof Jeffersonville,
Ind., they have

East.

Adviaory Cooucil of Congregational
Ohurchen to nettle the points at iMnein.tbe
controvereywith Henry NYatd Beechor’B
chnrch, eootened in New York laet week, and
wan largely attended... A fire in a whip-yard
at Kenwington, a eubtirh of Philadelphia,destroyed 1175.000 worth of propertythe other
day ____ The Elmira Honse, the Union block,
and nine other buHiuess honse in Elmira, N.
Y., have been destroyed by fire. Loss,

prevailedupon one saloon-keeper to close his
doors, whereat thors is great rejoicing. . .The
crusaders of Spriugtield, 111., have recorded i
their first victory. A saloon-keeper named
Rayburn surrendered bis stock to the praying baud, the whisky and beer were rolled
the street, the heads of the barrels knocked
in, and the contents emptied into the gutter
amid the songs and joyous shouts of the crusaders. It was an occasion of great excitement and enthusiasm. . .The reunion of the
1260,000.
Abolitionists,which has been talked of for
Jayne, the informer, has had his day, and I some time, will be held in Chicago on the 9th
now the merchants of New York, whom he has of June.
The National Crop Reporter's estimates
plundered and outraged, are to have theirs.
Co., from whom he squeezed
a penalty of *$100, 000, have sued him for $20,000, which they have discoveredhe forgot to

Rufus Storey A

.

.

.....
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Foreign.
the last report of Dr. Livingstone'sdeath

.

.

.

.

,

express their opposition to the contract sys- 400.000 acres of public land.

tem on Government buildings ____ All the Erie
Thirteen lives were lost by the explosion
railway strikers at Susquehanna Depot, Pa.,
of
the steamer Crescent City, in the Missishave been paid off, and the excitement is
over. The strikers have all been discharged, siopi river. The pecuniary loss is about
and the company has stated that but 500 m^n $300,000 — The New Orleans printers have
will be re-employed. It is stated that the road succeeded in carrying their strike. . Afire
lost over $1,000,000by the strike.

at Brownsville, Teuu., last week, destroyed
A PnoviDENCE bank has entered a petition property to the amonut of $160,000.
At Jackson, Miss., last week. Col. Robert J.
ia the United States District Court of Rhode
Miller,a prominent Vicksburglawyer, shot
Island,praying that the Sprague Manufacturing Company
apany be adjudgedbankrupt. If the and killed, without any apparent provocation,
suit is pressed the shops will have to be R. J. Speers, another lawyer. Miller drove to
dosed, throwing out of employment 15,000 Speers’residencein a carriage, called him out
operatives. . .The trials of former conductors and shot him through the head. After his
of the PennsylvaniaRailway Company at victim fell the murderer fired five other balls
Philadelphia,charged with embezzling into his body.. .The overflow of tho Missismoneys, stealing tickets, etc., have resulted sippi Valley is no longer a question of specuin conviction.... Jay Gould is charged with lation, but a certainty,and now tho ail-imhaving incited the late strike of Erie railway portant question with merchants and planters
in the vicinity of Vicksburgis, “ What will
employes at Susquehanna Depot, Pa.
be the extent of the damage done to planting
interests ?"
The West.

duction of-Urt army

; it

proposes to leave the cav-

.

and Currency, to inquireinto the necessity <tf requiting by 1ft’ that Unitad States notes be prihted
Thick.— -Take two largo
iu ftrta and at differentBUres, audjtlint they report
ai$d wire them toby*>ill op other wise...JfcCrarv's'iBinsportatiou wrought iron
bill was passed by a vote of 121 to ^1ft....Bntlel,'
getlrtfr in the fohn of
crosA j. It will
presented a new set of credentials certifyingto the
then
be
found
impossible
to swallow
election of Piuchback as Bepreseutatlve-at-Large
from Ixmisiaua.Referred. ...The currencyques- them. There is no deception about this.
tion was discussed, but ao action taken.

Tai Nail

nph,

h

Commlttef qn PrivateLaqd Claim*, reported adverselyon Ramsey's bill to provide for settlingprivate land claims In Nevada, Kansas, New Mexico,
Arizous, Colorado, Wyoming, ami Utah, and it was
indefinitelypostponed. ... Davis submitted a resolution instructing the Secretary of the
Treasury to furnish the Senate with a itatement
showing the amount due the Goverumeut from
Paymasters,Quartermasters.Commissaries, Collectors of Internal Revenue,Collectorsof Customs,

The Magic Stick.— To do this trick
properly you will ueed a pearl handled
knife and a stout hard wood stick, some
two inches in length. Sharpen the two
ends of the stick and then try to crush
it endways, either between your hands
or by sitting on it. This, to your
representativesays : '* Everything fits closely
House.— Tbe House devoted nearly the whole day astonishment, you will find it impossible
and works smoothly. The eye falls every- to the disenssioa of tho National Currencyaud Free to do.
where on mechanicalcontrivancesof that inBanking bill reportedby the Banking Committee.
The young people will find the folgenuity which wo are accustomedto recogNo vote was taken on the bill.
nize and describe as American. Now that it
lowing experiments a never failing
has crossed the Atlantic, Pullman's enterprise
Monday, March 30.— Senate.—A bill for the source of amusement. They are all
will not be limitedto England."
payment of the two per cent, which the Govern- .susceptible of explanation upon natural
It is reportedfrom England that Ralph ment guaranteedto Illinois,Indiana spA Ohio on principles, and no parent can consisWaldo Emerson will receivo tho nomination the sales of public lauds within their 'borders, was tently object to thorn on the ground
reported by Oglesby from tbe Public Lauda Comas Lord Rector for the University of Glas- mittee....The Henate returned the considera- that “ there is suthin’ wrong about 'em.”
gow, made vacant by Disraeli. Tho place tion of the bill to provide for the redemp- These tricks are not only healthly but
tion and re-issue of United States notes and
is one much sought after by litterateurs in for free banking. The provision for tbe perfectly sure in their results.
England, and it has been filled by some of resumptionof specie payments on tbe 1st of JanThe Four Jacks.— Select a pack of
the brightest stars in the English literar/ uary, 1876, was stricken out by a vote of 28 to 23.
firmament, but never before has it even been A number of amendmentswere proposed and re- cards with plain white backs. Take out
proposed to confer the honor upon an Ameri- jected,and the Senate adjournedpending a vote on the four jacks and burn them before the
Morton's motion to strikeout tbe section for the recan.
tirement of legal-tendernotes at the ratio of $700,- company, letting them see the ashes.
A hevebe engagement has been fought be- 000 for every $1,000,000of National Bank notes is- Now shuffle the cards quickly, and holdsued under the bill.
ing them in the left hand give them a
fore Bilboa, Spain, in which the Carlisle sufHouse.— Bills introduced : By Bell (Ga.), to refund
sharp rap with the knuckles of the right;
fered a defeat by the Republican forces under
taxes collectedfrom distillers of fruit ; by Monroe
Marshal Serrano.... At a recent meeting of (O.), appropriating $10,000to buy Carpenter’s paint- then place them on the table with the
face down, and defy the compaiy to find
the Irish members of Parliamentit was deing of the signing of the Proclamation of Emancipatermined to press the subject of home rule tion ; by Uurlbut, for the construction of the Port- the Jacks. They can’t do it.
daring the present session. . .The first coun- land, Dallas aud Salt Lake railroad,aud the pertry in Europe to make an appropriation formauce of all Government aervices free of charge.
The Spittoon Trick.— Take two half
toward the expenses of having its prodnots ... The bill for the payment of the bonds of the gallon spittoons, white ones are the best,
properly displayed at tbe forthcoming Cen- Louisville and Portland Canal Company was disthen select a strong red cord, a worsted
tennialis 8weeden....The financialpanic in cuased and laid over without action... Kelley
asked leave to report from the Committee one if possible, pass the cord through
Havana, duo to the inflation of the currency,
of Ways and Means, and have passed, the
is increasing The Premuium on gold aiid bill to admit, free of duty, articlea intended the two holes of the spittoonsand give
exchange is advancinghourly. The latest for the InternationalExposttiou of 1876, with the ends to a lady and gentleman to
known gold quotation was 250.
provision that any articles sold or withdrawn for hold. Now let a lidy seize the spitconsumption should be liable for duties.Garfield
From a statement made in the House of suggestedthat the word " iuteruational” should toons, and, sliding $ach to the opposite
Commons on yesterday by the British Home be stricken out, and the word 44 centennial” sub- end of the cord, bring them together
stituted. Kelley objected to making the alteraSecretaryit appears that sixteen Fenian pris- tion. Garfield then objected to the bill, and it was smartly, when they will break in pieces
and fall on the floor. This trick is easily
oners are still undergoing imprisonment for withdrawn.
performed and will excite considerable
offenses against the Crown. The Secretary
Tuesday, March 31.— Senate.—Sargent preannounced that the Goverumeut did not inapplause.
sented memorials signed by 7,276 citizensof Cslitend to interfere with the execution of tho
The Flying He*— Select a large,
sentences. This bars the Fenians from all fornia,asking legislation to prevent the manufachope from the Disraeli Government..... The ture of liquor. ... A favorable committeereport was well-fed hen, the color immaterial,
French Assembly has rejected a motion to made on the bill authorizing the coinage of 2G<ent though black is best, aud place her in a
silver pieces.
.Consideration of tbe bill to provide
take a vote to decide tho future form of govthe redemption and reissue of Uuited States sitting position on some smooth surface;
emmeut of France... The coal-miners of for
bank notee, and for free banking, waa
Staffordshire, England, to the number of 12,- resumed. A motion by Morrill (Vt.) to then over her paste a pasteboardbox
000 have struck work.
atrike out seventy per centum as tbe amount eighteen by thirty inches. Pound
of United States notes to be retiredas
The annual rowing race between tho Oxford additional National Bank currency is issued, and smartly upon the top of the box with a
bone-handled knife for three minutes,
and Cambridge crews came off on the river insert ninety per centum, was rejected— yeas, *29;
nays, 37. Mortou’s motion so strikeout the fourth and then suddenly raise it, when tho
Thames on the 28th of March, and Cambridge aection of the bill, which providesfor the retirehen will immediately fly away. This
scored her fifth successive victory.... The ment of greenbacks, was then adopted— yeas, 29 1
trick can be performed by any persen of
nays,
27.
Gordon
offered
an
amendment
providing
losses in the late battles before Bilboa are
for free banking and to give to each State the same
average intelligence, who gives his whole
said to have been very heavy on both sides.
amount of circulation in proitortiou to wealth mind to it.
... .It is reported that Rochefortand Pascal
and populationas tbe State of Maine now has.
Grousset kavo escaped from the penal colony Logan accepted this in lien of his amendmentof•f New Caledonia to Australia.
fered several days ago. Fenton moved an amendThe Markets.
ment repealing the 23d aectionof the act of June,
The report tfiat Henri Rochefort and Pascal 1864, which provides that National Bank currency
NEW YORK.
Grousset had escaped from tho French penal shall be taken at i>ar. Rejected—14 to 37. An
ameuJment by BuckiDghain provitliug for tbore- ' Bkf.ves ........................
9 fS)
colony of New Caledonia is confirmed.They demption of legal-tendernotes iu coin, or bonds at
Hoos— Droeecd Webtorn ...... 7 00 fa) 7 10
have arrived in Australia ..... Advices from par, the redemptionto begiu on the lat of January, Cotton ................... ..... 16
..
Adjourned.
Carlist sources deny that the Royalistswere 1876, waa alao rejected.
Flour— Superfine Western ..... 5 60 ® 6 15
aud

ofilcere of

the Kreedmen'aBureau
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NEARLy 900 persons were in attendance on
the Canal Convention which met in Rock
Island, 111. On the recommendation of
the Committee on Credentials,all persons
present interestedin the subject before the
body were admittedas delegates. Mr. J. M.
Allen was chosen President.Ex-Lieut.-Gov.
Bross, of Chicago, addressedthe convention
at length in favor of the Rock Island and
Hennepin canal, and made a thorough review
The steamer Samuel J. Hall recentlyburst quis of Santa Lucia, but uo conditionswill be
of the transportationquestion and the needs
her steam pipe when between Cairo and St. accepted except unconditional surrender of
of the West for an adequate outlet for its prothe Spaniards and their departure from the
duce. The resolutions of the convention,while Louis, kiiliug three and seriously scaldingtwo island. The incendiarytorch is making great
particularly assertingthe benefits of the deck-hauds.
havoc in the sugar plantationsof the island.
.

proposed canal, are favorable to other practicable transportationroutes by water, and recommend the improvement of the mouth of
the Mississippi.Mr. Hawley’s bill, now before Congress, for a canal to connect Lake
Michigan, the Illinois and Rock rivers, was indorsed. A committee of thirteen, with Mr.
Allen at their head, was appointed to memorialize Congress in favor of the canal, and the
State of lUinois was advised to cede the control
of the Illinoisriver and the Illinoisand Michigan canal as navigable highways to the Federal Govermnbnt, if, in return, it would assume the constructionof this new water-way.

Washington.
The House War Claims Committee have
agreed to Judge Lawrence’sreport on war
claims. Tho result of the Judge’s investigation of the subject as set forth in the report
is, iu brief, that the Government is not legally bound to make compensation for property

.

i

.

Kept its from tho districts of India affected
by the famine show a great improvement in
the situation. There are now no actual eases
of starvation outside of Tirhoot, and iu that
district only a few.
A movement is on foot
iu England to make the Government reimburse the English sufferers by the depredations
of the Alabama — The conflict inaugurated
iu Germany by the recentlyenacted ecclesiastical laws still continues.A third church dignitary. the Archbishop of Boulogne, has followed the Archbishops of Treves and Posen
to prison... .Gladstone has reconsidered his
determination to resign the leadershipof tho
Opposition in the British Parliament, whereat
his friends are greatly rejoiced ... London is
eoj' y.ng the delights of a panic.
.
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Wheat— No. 2

Chicago .........1 51
Iowa and Minn. Spring 1 48
Rye— Weeteru and State ....... 97

ft)

1

@
@

1 58
1 03

82®

®
@

Barley ........................
1 65 @ 1 67
Pork— New Mess .............. 16 75
Lard— Steam ..................
'JJ®
Butter— Western ............ >. 25
33

@

@

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6
Choice Natives.. ..... 6
Good to Prime Steers. 5
Cows and Heifers ..... 3
Medium to Fair ....... 4
Inferior to Common. .. 2
Stock Steers ..........3

.

Wheat— No.

00
75
50
50
50
75
50
50
85
50
(0
26
19

®
@
®
@
®
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
®

6 50
5 85
6 70
4 00
5 25
3 50
4 374
5 00
6 00
9 25
7 00
1 27
1 20
16}® 1 174
60
62

1 Spring ..........1
No. 2 Spring .......... 1
“Hello! Do you keep this hotel ?”
No. 3 Spring ..........1
“ No, sir, I reckon not ; this tavern Cowt-No. 2, Old and New. ...
keeps me.”
Oats-No. 2 ................... 44}@
Rye— No. 2 ...... .............
“ I mean are you master here?”
Barley-No.
2 .................
1 52 @ 1
“Waal, sometimes I am (poking at
BuTTER-Choioeto Fancy Yellow 86
the old lady’s broom), but I guess the
Medium to Good ......
boys an’ I run the stable ; take vour Eoos— Fresh ..................
12}®

the chairs.

5;!

Corn— New Mixed W’st'u ......
H7
Old do ...............88
90
Oats— Mixed Western ..........58
60
White do .............61 ft) 67

up to a hotel in Courtiand county, we
North. Fattened Tex.. 2
saw the big, smart landlord, with his Hoos— Live ...................4
boys, smoking short pipes on the bal Floue— Choice White Winter. . 8
Red Winter ............ 5
cony, while his wife was sweeping aroud

occnpied, damaged, or destroyed iu the late
war by the United States forces, but that
horse ?”
whatever is done is to bo considered as an act
“Got any thing to drink around
of grace and mercy — A delegationof promihere?”
nent South Carolinians have presented to
Congress a memorial adopted by a recent con“Yes; every thing drinks around
The Grange AgriculturalImplement Fac- vention of the tax-payersof that State, setting
here.”
forth the grievancesof the property-holdersof
tory, in Plattimouth, Neb., is turning out fifty
“Any ales?”
that State, and asking Congressional relief.
.
cultivators a day.
. A dispatch from Tucson,
“Touch of the rheumatiz myself;
Under the law of 18i}6 relating to negroes in
folks generally healthy,though.”
Arizona, states that Maj. Randall had a fight the army, the colored men can obtain admisCONGRESS.
with the Apaches fifteen miles from Florence, sion only to a few branches of the service.
“ I mean have you any porter ?”
and killed eleven Indians and captured thirty A propositionis now pending in Congress to
“ Yes ; John’s our porter. Hold his
Wednesday, March 25.— .Senate.— The bill
women and children. Three soldiers were abolish this distinction.... The investigation
authorizing
the
Secretary
of the Interiorto use cer- boss, John.”
wounded.... Episode of the whiskv war iu of the Goverumeut printing ofiico is said to
tain unexpended balances f*r the removal of the
“ I mean any porter to drink.”
Xenia, Ohio s “ Wm. Harris was passing a have developed serious irregularities.
band of women with a Jug of whisky, when
Kickapoo and other Indians to the Indian
“Porter to drink? Why, John can
Congress has approved the Brunot-Uto Territorywas passed... The Henate resumed
they beset him and urged him to abandon it.
drink,
an’ if he can’t drink enough, I
He resisted awhile,and then drew the cork Indian treaty. The treaty opens to settlement considerationof the b|U to provide for the redemption and reissueof United States notes, snd for free kin whip a right smart o’ licker myself.”
of the jug and handed it to Mrs. Conuable to 400.000 acres of rich mining country in Southbanking. Bchnrs moved to limit the amount of
“ Pshaw ! stupid ! have I got to come
be poured out, which being done, he dashed
currency to |3.r>fl,000 000 instead of 1382,000,000,
as
western Colorado.
down and see myself ?”
the Jug on the ground and broke it. Afterfixed by the bill. Wright gave notice that he would
ward he signed the pledge and knelt in prayer
“You kin come down, Shaw Stupid,
Mrs. Myra Clarke Gaines, having gone the offer an amendment fixingthe amount at $400,000.with the women.”
000, Without coming to a vote the Henate ad- and see yourself,ef you want to ; there’s
round in search of jestice on account of her journed.
a good looking-glass in the bar-room.”
Net results of the temperance crusade in claim to certain real estate in New Orleans,
House.— K test vote was reached by the House on
Dayton, Ohio : Four saloonsclosed and three and having failed to receive her rights, has
the McCrary Transportation bill. After a lengthy
The Origin of Inhumation.
hundred and two in full blast. Still the finallygot her case before Cougross, and it is debate, in which O. F. Hoar led off in favor of the
to be consideredby the House Committee on
Apropos of tbe subject of burial, a
women are not discouraged,and the work of
PrivateLand Claims at an early day,,.. The bill, and was followed by Hawley (111.), Bmith very curious tradition is said to exist
prayer goea bravely on.... Mrs. Cordley, of
(Ohio),and Monroe ; Nibluck moved to lay tbe bill
Senate Committee on Patents, have agreed
Alton, 111., suicided the other day by
on the table, which was negatived— yeas, 92 ; nays, 1 among the natives of Abyssinia with reto report adversely on the applicationof own- 129.
throwing herselfinto a well.
gard to the origin of burial. They say
ers of the Tinner Car-Brake for a renewal or
Thursday, March 28.— Senate. -Ferry that when Adam found the body of the
The second indictment for perjury against extension of the patent.
(Mich.) preeented a Joint resolutionof the Legisla- murdered Abel he carried it upon his
David A. Gage, ex-City Treasurer of Chicago,
A Washington dispatch states that promiture of that State Baking for an appropriation for shoulders for twenty days, not knowing
has been quashed. .. The Senatorial Bribery nent railway officialsdeclare that no railway
the improvement of the Saginaw river.... The bill how to dispose of it. The Almighty
Investigation Committee of the California influence will be brought to bear on the Senate
appropriating $30,000to continuethe dredging of
took pity on him, and sent forth a crow
Bute Senate haa reported that no improper
to defeat the pending Transportationbill. the mouth of the Misaissippiriver waa passed... .
influenceswere usea to secure the election of
Ingalls introduced a ' bill to enable New with its dead young one on its back ;
Tbey
believe the courts will not sustain tho
Messra. Booth and Hagar to the United States
Mexico to form a State Governmentpreparatory
measure should it be enacted.... The Uking to admissioninto the Union.....Tne Senate and tho crow flew before Adam until it
Senate, but that improper advances had been
of evidence in the IDnrell case has been con- reached the voting process on the financial came to a tract of sandy ground, in
made to the Legislatorsby certain persons,
who acted wholly on their own authority and cluded. It is believed that his impeachment question, the pending measure being the Finance which it dng a hole with its feet and
Committee’sbill to provide for the redemptionand
with no other responsibility..
mittee3 recommeuii6db? tbe JudiciaryComreissueof United States notes, and for free bank- buried its young one. And when Adam
ing, which proposes to fix the maximum limit of saw this he dug a grave in the s&nd and
• No little excitement has been caused among
The investigation into the affairs of the legal-tendernotes at $382,000,000. This was buried his lost boy in it.
the saloon-keepers and whisky-vendorsof District of Columbiaby the Joint committee defeated by a^ vote of 18 to 40. Wright,
of •Jowa, then offered a substitute providing
Burlington, Iowa, not by the operationsof the of thdtwo houses of Congress is dragging its that the maximum limit be fixed at $400,000,000.
A Mississippinegro worked on shares,
crusaders, but by the action of the law. An slow length along. . .The internal revenue re- Morrill (Vt.) wanted to amend thla by adding that but got “nuffin,” “because,” said he,
information was filed against two or three ceipts for March were half a million less than the circulationaheuld remain at that amount until “ I work for de seventh, and we have
reduced, as provided for in other sections of the
rum-sellersby a married lady for sellingliquor the estimate.
bill. Thia was disagreed to-26 to 31. Wright’s only made the fifth ; crop short,”
.

The Magic Egos.— Put twelve fresh
eggs carefully into a green worsted bag.
Swing the bag rapidly about your head,
hitting it each 'time against the door
post. Then ask the company if they
will have them boiled, scrambled,or
fried. It will make no difierenoe which
they choose.

Jau. 1, 1865, together with the names of such
delinquents.Ordered printed., .The Senate
again discussed the finance question without arriving at any definite conclusion....
The Chair laid before the Senate a Jolut resolution
of the Wisconsin Legislature aakiug legislation
for
the speedy construction of a ship-canal around Niagara Falls. Ueferred.

defeated before Bilboa,but assert on the conHouae.— The bill providing for the payment of the
trary that they maintainedevery positionin bonds of tbe Louisville and Portland Canal Comthat vicinity, and furthermorethat the tele- panjr waa amended by the insertion of a proviso
graph wires have been cut in the rear of Serthat no money shall be paid under tho act until Kenrano’s army.
tucky shall have ceded the jurisdiction over the
Rochefort announceshis intentionof com- canal proi>ertyto the United States. In this sha])e
the bill was passed....Dawes presenteda petition
ing to America on a lecturing tour.... The of tax-payers of South Carolina reciting excessive
steamshipNile was lost on fier last voyage taxation to which the people of that State are subjected, and that the proceeds of such taxation are
Harvey Myers, a prominent lawyer of Cov- from Hong Kong to Yokohama, and all her systemuticaliysquandered or atolen,instead of beington, Ky., was recentlyshot and killed by passengers drowned. Among them wore the ing devoted to the legitimatepurposes of the GovJapanese Commissionersto the Vienna Exhi- ernment, aud asking Cougresa to conaider their conCol. W. G. Terrell,a well-known journalist
bition. There were 85 persons on board.... dition, aud to devise some means of relief. Reconnected with the Cincinnati Commercial. The news from the Island of Cuba is interest- ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
The tragedy grew out of Myers’ connection ing. The patriot army in tho Central Departwith a suit for divorce in which Terrell’s wife ment now numbers over 20,000, and the whole
A Misunderstanding.
was plaintiff....Joseph Mayo, State Treas- army throughouttho islaud is estimated at
A
case
of misunderstandingoccured
urer of Virginia,has been arrested for emnear 85,000. The impression is that Gen. Conbezzlement.
up
in
the
country last week. Riding
cha will make propositionsof peace to the Mar-

.

Pralor Juggling.

The Cable.— Take n

piece of tarred
cable about fifteen inches in length, cut
alry and artillery at their presentforce, but to reit carefully in two wi|fa a sharp knife,
duce tho infantry by five regAieuta....A
resolntlon aud then try to chew the ends together.
waa adoptediugtrurtlug thu Committee on Hauling
You can tiy as long as Jou like.
House.— Thornburg introduced a bill for the re-

Friday, March 27.— iSenote.— Bogy, from tho

t-tts cyt:

Some doubt has been expressed in regard to
; but
it must give way before tho announcement
that the remains of the great explorer have
arrived at Aden, in Egypt, whence they will be
taken to Eng]Hiid....Mr. Disraelihas consented to receive a deputation of 70 Irish
members of Parliament, who come to urge
the release of tho Fenian convicts .....
Tho English traveling public seem to be in
place the average consumptionof com last ecstacies over the introduction of tho Pullwinter in the States of Illinois, Indiana,Iowa, man palace cars on the English railways. A
band of journalists went on an excursion
Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin at 16 per cent, less than during the ovor the Midland road, ami tho London Times

.

amendment raising the figure to $400,000,000was
then adopted. Yeas, 31 ; nays, 26.

1

m

render to the Government.Another New
York firm. Platt, Boyd A Co., whom Jayne previons winter. The average consumption
has been trying in vain for nearly a year to
of oats during tho same period was nearly 17
make compromise, have sued him for $50,- per cent, less, and of hay 12 per cent. lees.
000 damages for trespass in seizing their The average conditionof the growing wheat
books and papers.
March 15 wu exceptionally good iu the
Two buildings were burned at One Hun- heaviest winter-wheat producingStates, exdred and Forty-second street,N. Y., a few cept Indiana. The average for seven leading
Western States in comparison with the correnights ago, and in one of them Mrs. Bums
sponding date 1873 is 106. Fruit buds, March
and her three children were burned to death. 15, were with few exceptions doing well, and
.The merchants of New York held an im- very forward
.The Missouri Legislaturehas
mense meeting last week to protest against appropriated $10,000 to enable tho Governor
the moiety system of collectingthe revenue. to bring the Gad’s Hill and other outlaws to
A Susquehanna(Penn.) dispatch states justice.
that 900 workmen haye left the Erie machine
In cleaningup old muskets at the Des
skiope there, to compel by a strike the pay- Moines Arsenal, the other day, a man's finger
ment of their wages for February. The men was found tightly lodged in the barrel of onesay that one of the stipulations at the settlement of the strike a month ago was that they near the breech.,.. Alexander McCune, the
would be paid on or before the 15th of each wealthiest man in Van Buren county, Iowa,
month regularly.... A number of New York took strychnine,and with a $100 bill in each
gentlemen who are really and zealously in hand laid down to die. The doctors saved
earnest in their efforts to restore the practice his life, and he has gone to the Insane Asyof burning the dead insteadof burying them, lum.
are contemplatinga large meeting in that
The California Legislature has adjourned.
c«ty, or some other form of demonstration beThe Transportation Commissioners’bill was
fore the public.
defeated, as was, also, the bill allowing the
The verdict of the Congregational Council people to elect a United States Senator.
which convened at New York last week was
The South.
that Plymouth Church erred iu its dealings
The
towboat Crescent City, from New Op
with the Tilton case. Mr. Beecher and his
flock were censured, and warned not to err leans for 8t. Louis, with a tow of five freight
dgain .... Dispatchesfrom Susquehanna,Pa.
barges, one fuel barge and a trading boat
give full particulars of the recent strike of laden with thirteen tons of sugar, blew up at
employesof the Erie road at that point, which
the foot of Montezuma Island, ten miles
at one time threatened to be a very serious
below Memphis on the 24th of March. Every
affair. Ninety engines were disabled,and
part of the boat was blown to atoms, and she
freight valued at over $2,000,000was for sevsank in three minutes. The barges were coneral days detained.Gov. Hartrauft sent a
sumed by fire. The caj tain, mate, both pilots
force of militia to Busquehanna,which had the
and the watchman,also, Mrs. Ostrander, the
effect of preventing further violenceby the
cabin boy and three colored firemen were
strikers. The sympathies of the press and the
killed outright, while Geo. Van Han ton.
public are with the workmen.
Patrick Bacon, Wm. Duncan and Peter Hall
The different trades-unions in New York were badly injured.... A Memphis dispatch
have united in an appeal to the labor organ- says the Mississippiriver below Napoleon is
higher than over before known ____ Chancellor
izations throughout the country to insist upon Turner, of Selma, Ala., has decreed the sale
eight hours constitutinga day's labor, and to of the Selma, Rome and Dalton railroad and
hold mass-meetingson the 11th of May, to all the property of the company, including
,
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A Dog Carrier the Mail once a Week.
correspondentof the Scientific
Mr. J. Prosser, says a Minnesota
American gives the following novel paper, lives at Lake of Two Woods,
of potatoes last year.
manner for measuring men’s char- Dakota, twelve miles "west of tho MinSir Samuel Baker's African expediacters
A
nesota line. Several settlers live near
tion coat the Khedive of Egypt over
During the last tefc years, in the win- him, and, os they have no regular mail
£400,000.
ter season, accordingto our daily re- service, letters and papers are carried beThree of the nine Judges of the Uni- cord, we have noticed the manner in tween the Two Woods settlementand
ted States Supremo Court are natives of which one thousand persons who called “Captain Herrick’s,”at the State line,
Connecticut.
for work have opened, shut, or not shut, by private enterprise. This service has
our store door ; this you maysay is a fu- for some time been performed by a dog
The last day tliat Henry Clay ever sat
tile and useless undertaking, but wo en- belonging to Mr. Prosser. The mail is
in the Senate was Charles Sumner’s
tertain a very different opinion. What placed in a small sack, and tied about
hrst day in the Senate.
are the facts and what the deductions ? the dog’s neck, when he is told to “go,”
Great Britain and Ireland are about
1. Out of 1,000 persons recorded,334 and ho goes— never once having failed
as large as New Mexico, but not as large opened the door and shut it carefully to reach his destination without delay.
as Iowa and Nebraska.
when they came in and when they went Captain Herrick overhaulsthe mail,
out, without much noise.
gives the shaggy mail carrier a good
The Red sea would reach from Wash2. Two hundred and twenty-six opened dinner, and places the Two Woods mail
ington to Colorado, and it is three times
it in a hurry, and mode an attempt to about his neck, when he is again away
as wide as Lake Ontario.
shut it but did not, and merely pulled on the return trip. There is no more
The oyster-bedsof Virginia cover an it to when they went out.
faithful carrier in Uncle Sara’s service
area equal to 640,000 acres, and yield an
3. Three hundred and two did qpt at- than “ Curley” has proven himself to
annual money value of $100,000,000.
tempt to shut it at all, either on coming be. While performing his duty it is
impossible for man or beast approach
A Green Bay preacher rode thirteen in or going out.
4. Ninety-sixleft it open when they him.
miles, married a couple on the ice, took
Captain Herrick once met him on the
50 cents as his fee, and returned home came in, but when reminded of the fact,
mode ample apology and shut it when road and endeavored to relieve him of
without losing his smile.
they went out.
his burden, but Curley was off like a
It is said that Donald McKay and his
5. One hundred and two opened it in shot, never once halting until he had
bond of Warm Spring Indians, who did a great hurry, and then slammed it to arrived at the Captain’sown door. One
such valuable service during the Modoc violently, but left it open when they day last week Mr. Prosser came to Marwar, are coming East on an exhibition went out.
shall with a load of furs, and brought
tour.
6. Twenty came in with “ How do Curley with him. We were favored
It has been decided in Delaware that you do, sir?" or “Good morning,” or with a call from the noble animal and
a man is not necssarilydrunk because “ Good evening, sir,” and all these went his master, and, with several others,
he tries to unlock the front door at through the operation of wiping their listened with interest to the facts here
midnight with the butt end of his to- feet on the mat, but did not shut the narrated. Curley is a fine-looking <iog,
door when they came in nor when they rather larger than medium size, has
bacco box.
went outr
long, curly hair, a well-shaped head, a
A Californiafarmer, according to a
Deductions.— The correspondent good-natured eye, and is of the breed
rural press, cut sixty tons of hay from goes on to say that he has employed commonly called spaniels. He was
sixteen acres of lucerne, pastured fifty men out of all the above classes, and much pleased at receiving so much atcalves three months, and Harvested fifty during that time he has had an oppor- tention, and seemed to understandall
bushels of sc ed.
tunity of judging of their merits, etc.* that was being said about him.
The first class, of 335, were those who
The patentee of the punch now used
Affecting Romance.
by the passenger railroad companies knew their trade, and commenced and
A young gentleman living near Terre
makes over $50,000 per annum ; he re- finished tkeir work in a methodical manceives a royalty of twenty cents a day ner, were quiet, and had little to say in Haute felt that life had no charms if a
their working hours, and were well ap- young lady of whom he thought a great
for each punch in use.
proved by those for whom they did the deal didn’t consent to marry him. She
A female graduate of the Medical work. They were punctual to time, didn’t, and he immediately went West,
Department of Iowa University has ta- and left nothing undone which they were
and employed a sympathetic friend to
ken the first prize for the best perform- ordered to do. They did not complain
write to her saying that he was dead,
ed dissection in surgical anatomy, in a about trifles, and in all respects they
and begging her as his parting request
class consisting of twenty-four young were reliable men, and were kind and
to stop and drop a weed or a flower or a
men and one other young woman.
obliging in their general conduct.
tear upon his lonesome grave if she hapIt should be appreciated,in this con- oened to be passing in that direction.
Statdbtios of hog-packing for the
season of 1873 show that Chicago leads nection, that the simple act of closing Mark the parcticalityof the modem
the world, with Indianapolissecond, a door may combine a large number of young lady ! No thrill of anguish desoSt. Louis a bad third, with Cleveland qualities, and so be really a manifesta- lated hef soul ; she calmly wrote back
and Cincinnati neck and neck, bringing tion of personal character. The de- to the friend that if he hod any considThe “Door Test” and Character.

All Sort*.

England imported $10,500,000 worth

up the rear, but almost out of sight.

A

: *

scription of the 335 just given indicates eration for her feelings to send her the
that they possessed well-balancedtem- dear departed’s watch and chain and

Dr. Livingstone— His Illness and Death.

Brain Weight of Different Races.

The remains of Dr. David Livingstone, the African traveler, arrived at
Suez, en route for England, on the 28th
nit. They were in charge of Arthur
Long and Jacob Wainwright. The following interestingaccount is given of
the great explorer’sfatal illness :
He hail been ill of chronic dysentery
several months. Ho was well supplied
with stores and medicines, but he had
a presentimentthat the attack would
prove fatal. At first, he was able to
ride on a donkey, but soon had to be
carried. Arrivinfr at Muilala, beyond
Lake Bemba, in the Bisa country, ho
said, “ Build me a hut to die in.” A
hut was built by his followers. The
1st of May he was confined to bed, and
afterward suffered greatly, groaning
night and day. The third day ho said
he was very cold, and requested that
more grass be put over the hut.
Ketumbo, Chief of Bisa, sent flour
and beans and behaved well toward the
party. The fourth day Dr. Livingstone
was insensible,and died about midnight. Makaduooa, a servant, was
present when Dr. Livingstone made his
last entry in his diary, April 27. Ho
spoke much and sadly of his home and
family. When he was first seized by
the fatal attack, he told his followers
he intended to exchange everything for
ivory to give them and then push on to
Ujiji and Zanzibar, and to reach England. The same day on which lie died
his followers consulted what to do. The
Nassick boys determined to preserve
the remains ; thtfy were afraid to inform
the Chief of the death of the Doctor.
Tho Secretary had tho body removed to
another hut, and built a high fence
around it to insure privacy.
He then removed the internal organs,
placed them in a tin box and buried it
inside the fence under a large tree. Jacob Wainwright cut an inscription on
the Iree there thus :

An eminent German professor once
assumed that, as a certain size and mass

DOCTOR LIVINGSTONE
Died May 4, 1873,

of brain is essential for the exerciseof
tho mental faculties, therefore all the
human race must be furnished with an
equal amount of brains. This truly
Teutonic theory has since, however,
been effectually dissipated. An elaborate paper was read not very long ago
before the Royal Society of England, in
which the existing evidence as to the
weight of brain among different nations
was analyzed. The average brain weight
for the English is stated to be 47.50
ounces ; for the French, 44.58 ; for the
Germans, 42.83 ; but there are discrepancies in tho results of different observers, some giving a greater average
than this to the Gormans. The Italians,
Lapps, Swedes, Frisans, and Dutch
come into tho category with the English. Among the Asiatic races, the
^ edahs of Ceylon and the Hindoos give
a mean of over 42.11 ounces. Tho
skulls of Mussulmans nfford a slightly
increased average of brain weight over
those of tho Hindoos. Two skulls of
male Khonds— one of the unquestioned
aboriginalraces of India— show a brain
weight of only 37.87 ounces. The general average of the Asiatic table shows
a diminution of more than two ounces

when compared with Europeans. The
general mean of African races is less
than that of European races, although
there are great differences ; the Caffre
rising high, and the Bushman sinking
low in the scale. Tho average of the
whole of the aboriginalAmerican raoes
reaches 44.73 ounces, which is 2.14
ounces less than that of the European

races. The Australian races show
a brain weight one-ninth less than
that of the general average of Europeans. The Malays and others of the
Oceanic races, who migrated boldly, for
commercial purposes, over the North
aqd Bonth Pacific Ocean, and occupy
the islands, show a tolerablyhigh aver-

age of brain weight ; and, on arriving at
this section, we return in some measure
and superscribed it with the name of to the large braign weight of Eurothe headman Susa. The body was pre- peans.
served in salt and dried in the sun
twelve days. The Chief, Ketumbo, on
Useful Hints for the Home Circle.
being informed of Livingstone'sdeath,
To clean a browned porcelain kettle,
had drums beaten and guns fired as a token of respect, and allowed his follow- boil peeled potatoes in it. The porceers to remove the body, which they lain will be rendered nearly os white as
placed in a coffin of bark, and com- when new.

menced the journey to Unyamjembe,
which consumed about six months,

Consumptives,and others in feeble
health, we learn have been greatly ben-

sending in advance a party with infor- efited by drinking half a tumblerful of
peraments, with large cautiousness,ap- money. The things were sent and their mation of all that had occurred, ad- warm blood twice a day. At the last
probativeness, constructiveness, large owner speedily followed to observe the dressed to Livingstone’sson. The ad- accounts a dozen persons were daily
in consequence of the non-arrivalof a
perceptivefaculties, with a good degree effect of his beau stratagem. Alas ! he vance party were met by Mr. Cameron, visiting the slaughter-house near Bossteamer from Europe having on board
of firmness, benevolence, human nature, met her walking with another, and wear- who sent back bales of cloth and pow- ton for the purpose stated. One person
the lace dress (made to order) in which
and comparison, while the black-head ing all his jewelry. Appalled by this der. The body arrived at Unyamjembe asserts that he has gained ten pounds
the baby was to have appeared. The
was but moderatelydeveloped in com- sudden apparitionof a dead man, An- ten days after the advance party and in ten weeks. Another, thought to be a
clergyman engaged was disgusted.
confirmed consumptive, frays he is now
bativeness. Order is evinced by those other fled, but the young lady had rested there two weeks.
The gravity of the situation in India who open and shut doors with ease.
Mr.
Cameron,
Murphy,
and
Dillon strong enough to “ knock down a bulsharper eyes for her unappreciated
is shown by the fact that a loan of $50,suitor. All’s well that ends well — she also arrived together there. The latter lock ;T’ and a lady, suffering from para000,000 is announced as about to be put
was so displeasedwith Another for run- was very ill ; his sight gone and mind lysis for six years, is improving beyond
The Prussian Court.
upon the market for the relief of the
affected. Ho afterward committed sui- her most sanguine hopes.
It is a stiff, stem military court un- ning away in terror, that now she is
cide at Kasakera, and was buried there.
A hot shovel held oyer varnished furfamine. It is said that the necessities
der strict discipline, but very splendid about to marry the ghost.
of the sufferingnatives are such as to
At Unyamjembe Livingstone’s re- niture will take out white spots.
on occasion. Those parsimonious kings
Save your suds for garpen plants, or
require immediately the sum of $15,mains were placed in another bark case,
Skin Grafting.
of Prussia can dine 1,500 guests instate
000,000.
a smaller one, done up to represent a for garden yards, when sandy.
at their palace and have 400 lackeys in
Dr. Bell’s method of skin grafting, as bale of goods, so as to deceive the naIf your flat-ironsare rough, rub them
A few days ago a New Orleans horse liveries to wait upon them. Blit the
performed in numerous cases at the tives, who objected to the passage of the with fine salt, and it will make them
railroad oompanvsunk 47,000 counterfeit daily life of the German monarch and
Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, has corpse, and thus carried to Zanzibar. smooth.
nickel coins in the Mississippiriver, the his family is very simple and inexpeuproved very successful. In procuring Dr. Livingstone's clothing, papers and
Wood ashes and common salt made
receipts of one year. The counterfeiting sive. Their equipages difler in netting
portions of skin for this purpose he instruments accompanied-tho body.
compact with water, will stop the cracks
of these coins is carried on so extensively from those of private
pe
------- j-jrsons,
save that takes them from some sound portion of
When sick in bed, Dr. Livingstone of a stove, and prevent the smoke from
in New Orleans that the Picayune esti- the Empress Queen sometimesgoes out
the patient’s body, preferably from the prayed much, and said: “I am going escaping.
mates that 1,000 people daily pay their with four indifferent horses and an outarm. A piece of skin is pinched up by home. ”
A gallon of strong lye put into a barfares on the horse railroad with bogus rider. The Crown Prince and Princess
a pair of common catch-forceps,and
Webb, tho American Consul at Zan- rel of hard water will make it as soft
coin.
merely have an ordinarily brougham cut off to the required size with a pair zibar, has received letters,through as rain water.
France pays her embassadors fairly. and pair, of a sort rather shabby than of scissors. This piece is divided into Murphy, from Livingstone to Stanley,
If yon are buying carpets for duraHer new minister to London, the Due otherwise. The king sits daily at an smaller pieces about the size of a grain and will deliver them personally.
bility, choose small figures.
do
Rochefoucauld-Bisaccia, gets open window of his palace and walks of rice, and is planted among the granThe only geographical news is as fol$40,000 a year, the highest sum paid to aliout without guards or attendants, ulations of the ulcer by means of a lows : After Stanley’s departure, the
Anticipating Fate.
any diplomatistexcept the embassador like the poorest of his subjects ; but probe, one small piece being sufficient Doctor left Unyamjembe, rounded the
Opinions
in favor of cremation are
to St. Petersburg,who receives $50,- notwithstanding this absence of pomp for about a square inch of surface. south end of Tanganyika, traveled south
gaining ground in Zurich. The discus000. The embassador at Vienna re- and all the outward manifestations of Over each of the grafts is laid a gutta- of the Lake Bemba, or Bangueoleo, sion of the question is forced upon the
ceives $34,000 ; the one at Berlin, $28,- royalty he is so careful of his authority percha tissue, half a square inch in size, crossed it from north to south, then
citizens by the peculiar fact that some
that he will not speak one word— no,
000.
previously dipped in some antiseptic proceeded along the east side, return- tombs have been opened in which innot even to Prince Bismarck upon any
solution. The ulcer is then covered by ing north through the marshes of terments took place when the cemetery
Ln the year 1872 the five leading depolitical subject unconnectedwith the
nominations of the United States raised particulardepartment over which the two layers of similar pieces of gutta- Muilala. All his papers, sealed and was established in 1848, aud the repercha tissue, placed on each other in addressed to the Secretary of State, are mains, instead of being decomposed,
for their church expenses, for home and
Prince presides. The fact accounts for
foreign missions, for the theologicalin- much that was inexplicableduring the an imbricated manner, and over these in charge of Arthur Laing, a British present all the appearance of almost
a dressing of antiseptic gauze and a merchant of Zanzibar.
complete preservation. The cemetery
stitutions, etc., the following sums
late war. The king would never conis now nearly filled. A meeting is to
The Baptist, $3,341,276 ; the Congrega- sult Bismarck on military matters nor bandage ; this dressing is not removed
for two or three days, when it is rebe held to discuss the subject A
tionalists, about $4,000,000; the EpisComb Manufacture.
Moltke upon diplomacy, and conse- placed as at first. To insure success,
copalians, $6,304,608; the Methodists,
Leipsi c professor has designed a furquently they often gave contrary advice before grafting the ulcers should be
One of the greatest comb manufac- nace specially for the purpose of crema$17,427,184; the Presbyterians, $11,which rather perplexed hie Majesty. free from fetor, and tho dressing tories in the world is in Aberdeen, Scot070,325.
tion, which will do the work efficiently
Court etiquette is very rigid in Prussia, changed under spray.
land. In this establishment there ore in twenty minutes at the outside. The
On the announcement of the death of but there are some few old and trusty
an immense number of furnaces for body is to be placed in an upright posiex-President Fillmore,in the United friends who are privilegedto speak freepreparing
horns and tortoise-shells for
A New List Matrimonial.
States Senate, Senator Sherman asked ly to the Emperor King. Field Marthe combs, and between one and two
if there was a precedent for adioum- shal Wrangle is one of them. It was
A fresh list of weddings is called for, hundred iron screw presses are conment. Senator Anthony replied that he who advised the King to issue an or- so how are these for hy meneal ?
stantly employed in stamping them. noxious gases up a chimney, and leavCongress adjumed upon the death of der of arrest against his son.
Sugar-wedding—A marriage with an Steam-power is employed to cut the
ing; after the process a small residue
General Washinoton,and it was upon
attendant suite.
combs, the operation being performed only of snow-whiteashes. The cost at
that day that the phrase, “First in
Wooden wedding— Marrying a lum- by this means with great efficiency.
The “Poor Girl.”
which the furnace can be constructedis
war, first in peace, and first in the
berman.
The coarse combs are stamped or cut £2,250. The cost of cremation for each
The
correspondent
of
the
Cincinnati
hearts of his countrymen” was uttered.
Tin wedding— One that “pans out” out, two being out in a place at one
Times, writing of the visit of the Legisbody will not exceed nine shillings.
well.
Senator Sumner never kept a carriage
time by ingenious machinery. The fine
lative Committee to the Newjmrg InCrystal wedding— Marrying one ad- dressing combs and all small tooth
during his long residence in WashingYoked with a Ctlf.
sane Asylum, says : “One of the fadicted to the glass.
ton, but generallywalked on fine days
combs are cut by fine circular saws,
therly Senators stepped up to one of
A
correspondent of a neighboring
Silver wedding— Marrying a gray some so fine as to cut forty teeth in the
and patronized the horse cars in unfathe young lady attendants, and said, beard,
journal tells of a county clerk in a rural
vorable weather, He sometimes exspace of one inch, and they revolve town who had a pet calf which he was
1 My poor girl, do you know how long
Golden wedding— When the groom thousands of times in a minute. There
pressed the wish to be the possessor of
you have been here?’ The ‘poor girF
trainingup in the ways of the ox. The
is a miner and the bride a little vein.
horses and a carriage, but would add:
are about two thousand varietiesof calf walked around very peaceably unsmiled and replied, 4 Nearly a year.’
Diamond wedding— When the “wash- combs made, and the aggregate num‘ I cannot afford it. I either must give
‘ How long do you think you will have
der one end of the yoke while Mr. Clerk
ings” are large.
up buying books and keep a carriage,
ber produced, of all these different held up the other end, but in an unforto stay?’ Continued the Senator, in the
And here are some others
or forego the carriageand keep myself
sorts of combs, is about nine millions tunate moment the man conceived the
some sympathetic tone. ‘Well, sir,’
posted in literature.”
Sugar wedding— Marrying a “ candid annually. The annual consumptionof
continued the fair lunatic, ‘I shall mao.”
idea of putting his own neck in the
ox horns, hoofs, tortoise-shell and buf- yoke, to let the calf see how it would
probably stay till they stop my wages
Wooden wedding— Marrying a perfect falo horn, is, of course, prodigious ;
Sore fcyes.
or I get married.’ And she walked stick.
work with a partner. This frightened
A prominent oculist says that conta- away laughing. Thp kind-heartedSeneven the waste, consisting of horn the calf, and elevating his tail, he struck
Tin wedding — One amid the pansies. shavings and parings! of hoofs, amounts
gious Egyptian or granular inflamma- ator looked alter her with tears in his
at dead run for the village, and Mr.
Crystal wedding— The Glasglow cer- to hunareds of tons in a year, and this
tion of the eyes is spreading rapidly eyes, and murmured, ‘Poor thing!'
Clerk went along with his head down,
emony.
throughout the country, and adds : “I while the 1 poor thing’ related the affair
becomes a valuable materialin the man- and his plug hat in his hand, strainSilver wedding— An end of “spoon- ufacture of prussiate of potash, etc.
have in many, and may say in tho ma- to .the matron and laughed, till she
ing every nerve to keep up, and crying
ing.”
jority of cases, been able to trace the
out at the top of his voice, M Here !
4'
T
Golden wedding— One of the species
disease to the use of the so-called roll^
Chiaese Marriage Laws.
here! Confound it! Somebody head
we
like.
ing towels. Such towels are generally
“Total Depravity.”
us off!”
In
the
mixed
court
at
Shanghai
a
Diamond wedding— Jem's marriage.
found in our country hotels and the
“ Newsboys will be newsboys,” is the
somewhat complicated charge of imThe Oppressed Sex.
sleeping apartments of the working moral illustrated by the following
proper matrimony has recentlybeen deBarbarians.
classes, and, being thus used by nearly item : A local journal recently conThe Hindoo Bible forbids a woman to
cided. The man was an actor, and being
everyone, are made the carriers of one tained a statement to the effect that 78
Prior to the time of Peter the Great, found guilty, he was sentenced to, and see dancing, hear music, wear jewels,
of the most dangerous, and, as regard newsboys of Indianapoliswere on Christthe Russians were, ia general, barbar- received100 blows on the ankle, and is blacken her eyebrows, eat dainty food,
its symptoms, most troublesomedis- mas day presented by some old staid
sit at a window, or view herself in a
ous, ignorant, mean, and much addict- to be sent to his native province in
ease to the eye, I therefore would citizens with savings bank pass-books, ed to inebriation. Not only the commirror, during tho absence of her husChili, while the girl received 100 blows
strongly recommend that the use of the each one having a small account opened.
band
; and it allows him to divorce her
mon people, but many of the nobles, on the face for maintainingpluckily
rolling towel be abolished,for thereby The story is literally true, but it reif she has no sons, injures his property,
lived m a continualstate of idleness and that she liked her husoand, and meant
we will discard one of the great instru- mains to be told that on the day after intoxication; and while the court of
scolds him, quarrels with another woto stick to him. While he was in jail,
ments for the spread of such a danger- Christmas those 78 accounts were
Moscow was the most splendid of any also, the man was subjected to terrible man, or presumes to eat before he has
finished his meal
ous disease of the eye, by which thou- drawn, those 78 pass-books sold for old
upon the globe, the streets of that city torture— strung up a whole night by the
sands of workingmen are annually de- paper, and 78, newsboys might have were filled with objects of misery and
thumbs, and plaoed in a wooden collar
Henri Wilson is soon to leave for the
prived of their means of support.
been seen at the theater that evening. barbarity.
which presses on the throat.
Arkansas Hot Springs for his healtlL

A “fashionable" christening party
in New York was postponed last week

.

la

:

‘

:

cried.”

s.

_
'

Uxpxft the disguise of the title: “Be- * On being called to order, the Committee
tween Us Be Truth,” Miss Anna Dickin- on Claims and Accounts reported, recommending that the following accounts be

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
VAN 8CHKLVEN, - -

0.

son, last week lectured in Chicago on the

Editor.

question of the “Social Evil,”

a sugar- 0. P. Pont, balance on aalary aa City Clerk..$ 35 OO
coated term representing the Paris system J. Van Anrooy,for keepingArea In engine
room .
..........................
10 00
of licensedprostitution,now in vogue in J. Kramer, salary as Chief Kng. of Fire
....

Saturday, April 4.

..........................14 58
A. FUetatra, bal. on salary aa City Tress.
and Collector,.........................100 00
by a certain class of philautrophista of
1. Kramer, for sawing wood .................
fl 12
Chicago, with a view to its introduction in II. Wlcrwroa,Street Com’raervlcoa, ........ T 50
U. Wakker, for Fire Warden aalary for one
that city, “ for the good of society.” The
year. ................................
15 00
unusual prominence which the subject had Mayor Harrington,bal. on aalary, ........ 9 86
Ain. K. Hchadoeleo, **
......... 9 86
of late obtainedIn that city, through the
“ K.
........ v 46 86
“
......... 9 86
discussion of the proposed license or regis“ D. Kampcrman,
9 86
tration system, had the cflect of bringing
“ J.
9 86
“ J. Duuraema,
9 86
out one of the largest and finest-looking “ M. Hoogcsteger,
9 86
“ G. H.
9 86
assemblages,made up in the great part of
J. Verplanke,bal. on aalary aa Marshal ..... 48 65
ladies.
have the lecture before us,
The question of the adoption of the reSt. Louis,

Wk
to

call the ittenttem of

on our

article

last page,

our readers to
advocatingthe

constructionof the Sangatuck & Holland

Road. The

new to the
citizens of Holland. During the past
dimmer, this subject has been placed
Rail

project is not

prominently before the public, in connec-

ATTENTION

Dep’t... ......

and defended and recommended

AUCTION

Carriage Making,

!

!

AND

;

Kantera, »

J.AlIng, “

“
Dykoma, “
“
“
Slpn, “

“
“
“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“
“
“

The Undersigned will hold a
the house of Dr. B.

Vendue at

Wednesday,

BLACKSMITHING.

April 15,1074, commencing at9 o'clock In the fore-

JACOB FLIEMAN,

noon, and which will Include all the householdfurniture,etc.

lias re

opened his

ana wagon man-

carriage

Terih:— 90days credit on all sums exceeding ufactory at his old stand on River street,where ht
may be found, ready at all times to make anyFive Dollars.
thing in the line of
G. J. HAVERKATE, AucUoncer.

Top or Open Buggies,

Spring &

of the

Boots

“

Public

LEDEBOER, on

oar Iron Works. The site for
“
the works having been located, the next
We
move was to connect them with the C. &
M. L. 8. R. R. Two surveys were made and admire it, for the boldness and the port was divided so as to vote on the Items
to that effect and laid before the proper true ttomanly courage displayed in treat- of salary of the Mayor and Aldermen
senerately. Aid. Ranters voted against
authorities, when the sudden appearance ing this delicate subject.
tion with

!

allowed:

-

.

Summer!

1874.

-

A FRESH

STOCK

OF

Light & Heavy Wagons,
Sleighs,

Trucks, Etc., Etc.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
WarrantedSeat-Springsof any shape or style.

allowingpayment to the Mayor and AiderI USE NOTHING BUT’
men; all other accounts were unanimously
The Kalamazoo Poa-Offlcewar has at allowed.
terprises for the time being. We have no
lokbei,
last been settled by the nomination by the
The council then adjourned to Thursdoubt but what ultimately, this road will
At the Store of
My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from
President of Lucius B. Kendall, vice Dr. day, April 9, at 9 o’clock, a. m.
be built; it is only a question of time.
A. Stone, the present incumbent. Dr.
L.
The parties at 8augatuck, who have taken
hcoiii Efovth Euttn link,
Stone, who is owner of the Tcltyraph,has
this scheme in charge and carried it successJudiciously and carefully selectedfor
$0tirfj$.
been relying on Senator Chandler’sinfluthe season, and comprising the most comfully thus far, are tco energetic to allow
General Blacksmlthlng done with ncatne*s
plete assortmentof Boots and Shoes ever
cnce with Creswell to secure him a second
aad dispatch.
the enterpriseto go by default. The
offered
in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
Ihstbuction
and
Entertainment.—
Wo
have
term, bul, as RepresentativeBurrows inquestion of importaace to us is: how will it
found more advantage, entertainment, and InstrucLadies,
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
sisted on controllingthe appointments in
effect this city, and what steps should
tion, by looking over the new edition of n’etmter’i
Gents,
Thanking ray old enstomers for past favors,
his district, the President acceded to his Unabridged Dictionary, than we thought it posbe taken by our business-menand
Youths,
I solicita call from them, and as many new ones
as want anything In my line.
demand. All such incidentshave their sible to derive from any one book. W'e think It
Misses and
real estate holders to convert this project
j. plieMAN
surpasses
In completenessany book ever yet pubChidren’s Wear,
hearings upon Mr. Chandler’s prospects
into a beneficiary for our city, instead of
lished, and wo teel proud that It la American.—
Tor a renewed lease of his Senatorial chair.
allowing it to become a drawback. As it
Of the Latest Styles.
Price Current.
shelved both en-

late crisis, at once

and

Shoes,

SPBIETSMA

J.

imm

T&msL?

& SON,

Ipcrial

Work

All

Warranted*

47-Hcl-ly

appears to ns the future involved by this
project lays entirely with ourselves. Time

and room

this

week, do not permit us to

apeak more extensivelyon this subject.
It is to be hoped that after election day,
each aad

all

of us— especiallythose

who

during this past year have had no time to
•devote to the

good af the public— will

make an honest and zealous attempt
make up for lost time.

to

t)cn several city and ward -caucuses have

been duly "held and the following nom-

all

inations will form the "Contentions” for

next

Monday. There is no

doubt but that

fhe 'electionwill be an excited one, perhaps too much so. More

by

exhibited

than

tffl

interest

has been

dassesof oar population

years past. Every question of

for

The Conference Commilteeon the consolidation of the Reformed church with
the Presbyterianchurch (South) has made

Dr. F. 8.

Lidkboib wishes to announce that ho

their report. The resultsreached will no

see

some

Done at short notice.

has removed his office from his former residence on

9th street, to Van Landiqind'sBlock, on 8th
street. 2nd floor.— See card in Directory.
Holland, Mich., March

18,

1873.

106~4w

doubt be unsatisfactoryto those parties,

who desired to

CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING

Thi American Bardlne Co’s BonelessSardines,
much better, and less than half the cost of Im-

definite plan of

organic union between the two churches.

are

ported

The report merely recommends co-opera-

-

Sardines.
-

tion, leaving the two churches,with their

106— ly.

r. A A. X.

seperate and distinct organizations, intact.

A

Cash Paid for Hides.

Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose Dry goods,
to compete successfully with the trade outGroceries,
side this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
Crockery, and
our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
Hats & Caps,

_
L.

Rkoular Communication of Unitt Lodui,

No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Tire Postmaster-Generalhas given his Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,April
opinion of the postal-car system, and be- 29th,
o’clock, sharp.

&e’p.

W. J. Scott, W. M.

and expeditious transportation of

the

J. O. Doisbcbo,

mails

and advises its retention and enlargement,

47-ly

Errors of Youth.

j

Competition.'*

46-*cl-ly
I

1
20 Acres on the ftorth Side of Black Lake.
With a good view of Holland City; Eight acres la
fruit, and a good House and Well. Price $2,500.
H. Bacon.
Holland, April

1874.

8,

8m

Also s complete Stock of

FLOUR

A CARD.

A gentleman who has suffered for years from
Nervous Debility,Premature Decay, and all

may hare existed hereto“Well, Sambo, what’s ye up to nowa- the effects of yonthfulIndiscretion will, for the
hetween democrats,republicans, tem- days?” “0,1 isacarp’ner and j’iner.” sake of sufferinghumanity, send ft'ee to all who
need It, the receipt and direction for making the
perance, independent or any other man “Ho! I guess ye is. What department do

Which they are offeringat Prices,thst defy
1974.

For Salt

as one of the most valuable features of the
service.’

SPRIETSMA & SON.

Holland, April 1,

at

lieves that it secures the most economical

Rave Just opened a Large and well Selected Stock of

simple remedy by which he

been

has

ignored by the all-absorbing

you perform?” “What

department? wishing to

school question. There are but few strad- Why, I does the circular work.” “What’s
dle-the-fence-wen, and it is confidently ex- dat?” “Why, I turns de grindstone—
pected that a full vote will be cast on g’way.

-

whoever may

be the

lucky men

cured. Sufferers

JOHN

42-18

42

B.

0.

P.

last pre-

Board.

Jfito

Old Board.

counties

Visiting brothersafe cordially Invited.

N. W. Bacon, N. G.
R. K. Heald, Bee. Sec'y.

For Mayor,

Harrington. I.

E. J.

For

are the Bible

Treasurer.

Flietstra.

A.

Among Mr. Sumner’s valued

Cappon.

H. Mlengs.

For Supervisor.

Doesburg. D.

O.

J.

Verplanke. J. D. Everhard.
For Justice of the Peace.

Heald.

R. K.

J. Roost.

--

For School Inspectors.

T. E.

W.
8.

Annls,

C. Doesburg,

J. Scott,

Riedsema. W.
For Alderman—

K.

Schaddelee.

Benjamlnse.

1st

J.

Flieman.

Landegend.

D. De Vries.

For Alderman— 8rd Ward.
J.

Dykema.

J. R. Kleyn.

For Alderman— 4th Ward.
J. Van

gin

is

full

of

notes, also in his hand-writ-

by

L. D. Vissers.

order of Gov. Bagley, and or-

dered to Greenville,

Montcalm County, to

report to the Sheriff of that County, at

ArroRNEY-General Byron D. Ball, of
this State, has resigned his office and Hon.
Isaac Marston, of Bay City, has been appointed to fill the vacancy. Mr. Ball intends starting for Germany in a few days.

47-ly

Thi advertiser,having been permanently cared
ot that dread disease, Consumption, bv a simple
to

safferersthe means of

A melting sermon being preached in a
country church, all wept, except one man,
who being asked why be did not weep with
the rest “Oh,” said he, “I belong to
another church.”

A

the Rev. Antonio Corral.

The Suez Canal appears to be doing a
good business. During the month of

that point, for the purpose of assistingIn
quelling a riot at

Per. Sec'y.

Oonimptlm

remedy, is desirons

ing.

again called out for active service week be- stroyed the Bibles, and stoned the pastor,
fore last,

To

wrote “Pilgrim’s Progress,” containing

Catholic mob in Puebla, Mexico,
has attacked the Protestantchapel,
Rapids Guard” were smashed the windows and furniture, de-

Putten.

The “Grand

Bunyan when he

,

make known to his fellow
cure. To all who desire It,

he will send a copy of the prescription nsed, (free
of

charge), with the directions for preparing and

using the same, which they will find a sure cure
for consumption, Abtqa, Bronchitis,Ac. Par-

ties wishing the prescription will please address.

R*v

42-16

Penn

194

St..

WILSON.

K. A.

Williamsburg,New York

Ward.

Van

For Alderman— tod Ward.
J.

by4

the autograph of Bunyan, while the mar-

te Roller.

For Marshal.
J.

used

R. A. Schoutsn

treasures

Gowan. The

BEaiSTBATION NOTICE!

my Father Qr.

I

would

(B.

Ledeloer,

respectfully'

an-

may be removed

Home,” on 9th street, after
which date I will be found
at the City Hotel, or at my
office, which I have at present established in
degend'

8th

Van Lan-

s brick building, on

street,

P.

by anybody at pleasure.
In accordance with the above instruc-

Common

Council met in regular
and was called to order by the
Mayor. The roll was called by the clerk.
Present: Aid. Schaddelee, Kantera,
Allng, Kamperman, Dykema, Duursema,

Guard proceeeded to tbe front,
and as usual, when they arrived there, Hoogcsteger, and Sipp.
The minutes of the last meeting were
everythingwas quiet and peaceable, and
read and approved.
both parties were settling thdr disputes
The following accounts were presented
by warrants and arrests.
and referred to the Committee on Claims

tions tbe

Amovo the distinguished guests preeent
jat the commencementexercisesof the
graduating classes of the Medical and

Law

Departments

at

werrity last week, was

the Ann Arbor Uni-

Baron Van Vlebt,

ot HoJUod, who has been spending several days there, visiUog the University, of
which

bfi

speaks

in the highest terms.

It is reported that
$7,000,000

England,

Brigham Young has

stowed away to the Bank of

Store,
New Store on Elver

Street,

next to Yan Patten'sDnii
46-Jfcl-ly

2nd floor.

Messrs P. Wintkrb, E. WiNxiRsandJ. Browkr,
have formed a co-partnership under the above firm
name, and will devote themselveswith all due attention and diligence to anythingand everything
pertaining to the line of Engineersand Machinists.

TbiShop and Foundry

are located at the old

stand, west of H bald's.

Thi Black smith shop formerlyrun by P.
Winters,will be continuedas before.

A

E.

Th* Plow Businisb heretofore conducted and
managed by R. K. Heald has been transferred to
us, ana will be run In connectionwith tbe above.
Mill Kipairinq,

will

receiveour special atten-

tion.

LEDEBOER,

BL D.

WANT

I

—

K.
R.

SCHADDELEE,
KANTERS,

ALING,
D.J. KAMPERMAN,
J.

M.
G.

The

(Hvsasacal) before purchasingelsewhere, at our

1874.

ing tolls to the amount of $488,000.

session,

To any part of the City.

nounce to my friends and to
the (Public, that I have resolved to remain here and
(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON 4 THOMPSON)
reside in this city, and pracPRACTICAL
tice my (Profession. Until
flay 1st, I expect to continue Engineers and Machinists.
my residence at the “Old

DYKEMA,
DUUR8EMA,

Is not surpassed. It Is warrantedsuperior to any
White Lead In this market, and Is sold at muen
less price. My stock is purchasedin large quantities of firsthands, ssvlng aD jobbers' profits, and I
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbors.

HOOGESTEGER,
II.

8IPP.

ELECTION NOTICE

GET THE BEST.

!

Remember— lam not to he undersold by any
n (As Stats ot Michigan. Call and see.

WihttriEuhiigiiDiciiourr,

term of office expires.
One Supcrvlsoi in place of Derk tc Roller, whose near the old
term of office expires.
One City Marshal, In place of Joos Verplanke,
whose term of officeexpires.
One Justice of the Peace, for frill terra. In place
of John Roost, whoso term of office expires.
1 am now preparedto buy
One School Inspector, for the term of three years.
On* School Inspector, for the term of two years,
to fill vacancy.
One Behoof Inspector, for the term of one year,
to fill vacancy.
One Street Commissioner, In place of Harm
In any quantities,for which I will paj the
Wlersema, whose term of office expires.

and Accounts with instructions to report
• WARD OFFICES
that same evening:— G. Wakker, Fire
One Alderman In the FiMt Ward, In place of K.
Warden’s salary for one year, $15; J. Schaddelee, whose term of office expires.
One Constablein the First Ward, In place of
Van Anrooy, keeping fires in engine room,
qnartel, whose term of office expire#.
$10; J. Kramer, salary as Chief Engineer John
One Alderman In tbe Second Ward, In place of
of Fire Dcp’t., $14.58; H. Wlersema, for John Allngv whose term of office expires.
One Constable In the Second Ward, In place of
Street Com’r service!, $7.50; C. F. Post,

Geo. H. Bender,whose term of office expires.
balance of salary for one year, $25.
One Alderman In the Third Ward, in plane of
J. O. Doesburg tendered bis resignation Johannes Dykema. whose tortn of office expires.
One Constable in the Third Ward In place of Joos
as City Surveyor, which was accepted.
whoso term of office expires.
A resolutionwas adopted, “That all Verplanke,
One Alderman In the Fourth Ware In place of
accountsagainst the city as far aa practi- Marlnns Hoogcsteger, whose term of office expires.
One Coustanle In the Fourth Ward In place of
cable be allowed at the present session of
Jacob Kulto. whose term of office expires.
the council.
Dated at Holland City, Mich.
The council then took a recess to enable
‘ CHAB. F. POST,
the committee to make their report.
City Clerk.

VAKMSH.

Holland City White Lead

Board of Reg, Istratlon ofthe
City of Holland.

Citt Clerk’s Omci, I
March, 21st, 1874. f
Notice Is hereby given that the Annual Charter 10,000 Words and Meanlnqs not in other Dicticrnsrl*.
Election for the Cltv of Holland, will be held on
800 Engravings;1840 Pages Quarto. Pries $12
Monday, the Sixth day of April next, in the several
Webster now Iv glorious.[Aw. Raymond Varna Cot.
Wards of the city, at the places designatedas fol£ very scholar knows Its value. [ W. H. Prescott.
lows:
#est defining Dlctionaiy. [Horace Mann.
In the 1st Ward, at the Harness-Shop of H. VanStandard In this office. \A.H. Clapp. Gov't Printer.
cluding such men as Mews. Cutler, the day appointed for the usual tributes to pell.
f»he etymology without a rival. UbAn O. Sate.
In the 2d Ward, at the buildingof John Allng,
# xcela in defining scientific terms. Pres. HUeimet
Boyce, Bavidga and others well-known in a deceased member.
on the corner of River and Seventh Street.
Remarkable compendium of knowledge. [(Sari.
In the 8d Ward, at the Common Council Room.
this section of the country. The first difPublished
by Q. 1C. MSIBIAX, Springfield. Mass.
In
the
4th
Ward,
at
the
residence
of
Lecndert
The Morgan raid claims have again
Sold by all Booksellers.
Vlsser.
ficulty occurred by the New Company
110-ffw
been rejected by the Ohio legislature.
The following officers are to ho elected :
taking possessionof some of the dams,
CITY OFFICES.
One Mayor, In place of E. J. Harrington, whose
constructed by the Old Company, under
term of office expires.
Common Council.
One City Treasurer, In place of Anne Plletthe plea that Flat River is a navigable
stra, whose term of office expires.
stream, and that these dams are so many
Holland City, March 25th, 1874.
One Collecior,In place of Anne Flietstra, whose and Building of J. E. Higgins, situated
legal obstructions, that

Delivered Free!

Ship Blacksmitrino, done In all its branches
NOTICE is hereby given that the Board of Reg}
with promptness and dispatch.
letrationfor the City of Holland, will meet at tbe
S.
following places, on Saturday, the 4lh day of
Mill owners and mannfacturereare requestedto
give us a call.
April,
betweenthe
11, A.
a. D.
u. 1874,
iH74.Dciween
me hours
nours of
or eight
eigm o'clock,
o'clock.
Holland, Mich., April 1. 1874.
M., and eight o’clock, P. M.. for the purpose of
A. M.
Holland, Mich., March 12,
l(»-ly
comiplctlngthe lists of qualifiedvoters or the sevTui followingnombers are missing from our
eralI Wards
Wards of the
the city of Holland.
In the 1st Ward at the Harness-shopof Mr. H. files of the Newt. Our readers will please look over
their libraries,and if they find themselvesla posYaupell.
In the 2d Ward at the Store of John Allng.
session of said numbers, we will offer them a fair
In the 8d Ward at the Common Council Room
exchange:
In the 4th Ward at the residence of Mr. L. D.
wiruca
- --- - iu puremwe rAUiro, UfUJ.
Vol. I : No. 17, 43. Vol. II : No. 88, 44.
Vlsser.
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examine m j
Dated: Holland Citt, Mich., March 17, 1874.
stock. The

J.
J.

yaliy between two boom companies,
Senator Chandler last week presented
known by the common spoliations— so fa- a memorial of the citizens of Michigan
miliar to our ear— the old and new com- asking that 100 acres of public land be
4>any . The former had existed for several given to soldiers of the late war.
years, and failed to give continued satisCarl Schurz is preparing a memorial
faction, which caused the organizationof
address,
to be delivered in the Senate on
a new concern, with a membership in-

goods parchaaedof as will be

Jledical (Profession, oc-

(Respectfully Yours,

January, 111 vessels passed through, paycause of

the disturbance appeared to consist in a ri-

the

of the vacancy in

cdssioned ly the departure of

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
the Strife will have ended, and the oath of
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
office to be taken by the incoming admin- ing Congress to amend the Postal law, to
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tnesday Evening
istrationwill be the formal burial of our permit the free exchange of newspapers, of each week.

and their free circulationin
where published.

In view

OGDEN.

Cedar St. New York.

sented a resolution of the Legislature pray-

'‘Local Contentions:”

All

O

Vicinity.

can do so by addressingIn perfect confidence,

X. o. of

Senator Chandler, on Monday

To the Public of the City
of Holland and

profit by the advertiser’s experience

both rides. One thing however, is pretty
certain,

wm

-

ALWAYS ON HAND.

difference that
fore

FEED,

&

1LL.8, R. R. Depot,

HOLLAND,

Eighit Vhliult

Cuk Xuht

Horn

HEBER WALSH,

46-lf

Drngglst a Pharmacist.

W. VAN PUTTEN,
GENERAL DEALER IN

Drags

|

Paints

Medicines,

and

Putty, Glass,

Oils,
Etc..

Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,

Fancy Soaps & Perfumery.
Toolh Brashes,
Clothes Brashes,
Hair Brashes,
Shaving Brashes,
and Paint Brashes.

Fricu,

Razors and Razor Straps,

FOR A GOOD ARTICLE.

Chamois Skins, and

Henry

8.

Eagle.

Nursing Bottles.

—117

. A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

Supporters and Trusses,
ss i.

$9

MiipcruBy! Agcmn wauieu: an

And

everything, usually kept Id Drag Stores.

ciassi

W

filfworklng people, of either sex, youn
old, make more money at work for us in t
spare moments, or all the time, than at anytl
else. Particularsfree. Address O. Stintor &
Portland, Maine.

' Physicians' Prescription*CartfuUy Compounded, Day or Night.
46-Kd-l|

New

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Dr. F. 8.

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

Mark Twain has

potatoes in Texas.

Ledeboer pulls teeth for

Rev. W. A. Bronson, was in the city

the

Grangers for 25 cents.

given up lecturing.

laBt

City Drag

Monday.

HEBEB WALSH,

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

fin

mm,

on, • • •

The lamented Gov.

They

Bates left on estate

This week’s //ope has a fitting eulogy

DOESBURG &

Co., Publishers.

on the

TIBES Of SVB8GUfT!OV:-l!.OOpM7Mrlsft4mM.

One eau*re of ten lines, ( nonpareil,) 7S eenta
'or flret Insertion,and S& cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

Square ...............

1

8 50
.................. 5 0"
................ 8 00
10 00
..............

“
“
Column
X1 "
**
2
3

Our

10

00

00
00
00
00

17
15
40
65

00

....

business men are fixing up and

The April

The

8 00

new kinds of corkscrews. city, has turned up

a

single criminal case was on the

our

Monday, in the True Ref. Church at now

ter

this place.

We

the Card of Dr. F. S.

The vacation in the Union-School beour readers to
gan on Monday, and will continue until
Ledeboer, In an-

Sartoris

is

a days, to locate a

Tuesday, April

Oils,

of the future hus-

Trusses,

commence

Shoulder

New

Grand Haven,
order, and will he opened
Hotel

In

Par*

some papers have

The

annum.

An X

before the Babscrlber's name will denote
the expiration of the Bubscription.Two X X signify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

the saloons

of

A very

He who

day:—

that place has closed up,

appropriate

One

thing, said an

maxum

The Marquette Lumber
urday last. The loss

Fritz

The
Co.’s mill at

is

over

$50,000; in-

Druggists of Grand Haven, have

The Steamer Muskegon,

rich line, left Chicago for Grand Haven

Butter, ....................

and Muskegon on her

Clover seed, |1 bushel
Eggs, V dozen .......
Honey, V * ...........
Hay, $1 ton....
lilies,green V lb
tple sugar
sugar, V E
Maple
Onions,
fl bushel ...............1 35
1101
Potatoes, fl bushel ...............
Timothy
,hy Seed,
Be
fl bushel ........... 8 00

of the Good-

first trip,

on Mon-

“of

spirits for drinking

or

purposes.”

our

Lee, of Virginia,applied
politi-

team of expressman Bosch, went Rev*

keep up with some of

tor

lo-

fnii and well (elected atock of Fir*
nlture, at prices correspondingwith the tlmca-

learn from

Wall Paper,

a conversation, that the

A. T. Stewart, D. D.,

has de-

Window

School Inspec-

for

Beef, dressedfl 1> ......................
.
Chickens,dressed per lb ................
8
Lard,
E ..............................
turning on yesterday
Pork, dressedfl lb .....................
Smoked meat, fl t> .............
18(^14 go of merchandize.

«

reported that Ralph

Rector of the University

Waldo Emer-

collection of

autographsin

Feathers,

Massachusettsis a visitingcard of Daniel

Feather Beds;
Mattresses

Land Webster, on which Is written: “Admit
of Glasgow, to Mr. Sumner to the floor of the Senate.”

succeed Disraeli.

COFFIITS.

Messrs. L. Sprietsma & Son, have

morning, with a car-

Smoked ham. fl ....................
@10
bmoked shoulders, fl lb. .............. @ 0
I)

The prop. Minneapolis, has made eight
Turkeys, fl lb ...........
@ 10
Tallow, f) 9> ..........................
trips from Milwaukee to Grand Haven in
,

5@0

“

*•

green ................... S 00
beach, dry ....................8 00
green ..................3 50
Hemlock Bark ...........................5 50
Staves, white oak .................... 12 0U@14 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00@ 8 50
Heading bolts, hardwood..^ ................ 4 50
Btave bolts, softwood ......................
3 50
Btave bolts, hardwood ...................... 4 00
Railroad ties, ................................ 15

(Corrected by the "Plugger MlUt.)

Wheat, white 9 bushel ............ $1 45
Corn, shelled V bushel

@

$ 1

^

bushel .....................
Buckwheat, fl bushel ............
Rye, fl bushel ....................80
Bran, fl ton ........................
Feed, fl ton ......................
vioo*> .....................
Barley, *.100 lb .............. ..... 3 25
Middling, * 100 ft .................
Flour, *100 ft .............
6 00
Pearl Barley, * 100 ft ......
Buckwheat nour, fl 100 ft.
Fine meal, *100 ft .......

18
38
1
2
1

all

free of charge.

Vincent,Cape Verde Islands, to Pern- about their stock and business in our next.

4Mily

ambuco, Brazil.

Our dramatic association baa under reFrom a lettei received here last week, hearsal, “ Ticket of Leave Man,’’ and exwe learn that Mr. R. Z. Tugawa and par- pects to ho enabled to render the same
ty,

from Japan have arrived at San Fran- within

a

IPHCBETIX
Planing Mill.

few weeks, with new scenery, etc.

cisco, and are daily expected to arrive.

*The Milwaukee beer brewers have con- In re buildingour new shop we have pur*
chased entire new Machinery,
The work of raising Sweet’s hotel at cluded to withdraw their demand for an
Oj' the Most Approved Patterns;
Rev. P. Phelps, IX D., President of
Grand Rapids, will be shortly commenced. advance in the price of beer, and until
Hope College, and now East in behalf of
And
we
are confident we can aatlafy all wb»
It will require about sixty days to complete May 1, it will stand at the old figure— $10

Endowment of the Institution,is expected home in the latter part of thla
the

want

the job

during which time business

will

he

carried on as usual.

per barrel.

At

month.

a late

Planing, Matching,

meeting of the Harbor-Board

A petition has been sent to Congress, Mr. K. Schaddelee whs appointed to en- II
Or
headed by Peter Cooper and signed by a force the collection of all moneys still un- V
Senatorial contest because of his opposinumber of the prominent business men of paid on contracts for the sale of harbor-Jf.
50
tion to Butler, and now his chances for
65
New York, urging an appropriationfor lands.
50 the vacant Senatorship are imperiled beAND
the PhiladelphiaCentennialExposition.
80
Among the latest additions to the medi85 cause Butler is known to favor him.
Last year Dawes was

drain, Feed, Etc.

The Great Eastern will start in August nsw advertisementin this week, which is
Portugesetelegraphcable from worthy of special notice. We shall speak

Wall naper bought of us^wiU br trimmed

to lay the
St.

fourteen days, and forty-one trips in
Wood, StaYis, Etc,
wood, maple, dry .....................
$ 4 00 between Dec. 1, and March 28.

Shades,.

Carpets,

on the “Old-Board” Ticket.

Among a

gational Society.

The first clearance of the season— Schr.
A. Plugger, on Wednesday,April 1st, re-

iir

Oil Cloths,

candidates. •
is

The oldest Furniture House
the City.

lb

“
“

M. Beidaema & Son.

son will receive the nomination for

cated at Fruitport, in charge of a Congre-

Meats, Etc.

4A-8X*-l7

Always keep a

We

evidently trying to

It

Methodist Church at this place, has

Hugh

Congress for the removal of the

dashing through the streets on Wednesday clined the nomination

-----

Rev. M. Bacon, formerly pastor of the

M

J,

intoxicating him.

day evening last.

--

to

formed a “ring,” to discontinue the sale cal disabilitiesnow by law imposed upon

The

Produce,Etc.
V bushel ....... .......... $ 75
Beans, w bushel ...................1 35
.

pretence.

seen coming through the rye, and that’s the

sured for $30,000.

Apples,

HEBER WALSH,

Drngglat a Phannadat, of f! jaara practical

Minister Scuknck U to be married
It is said that a suit for damages will be during his stay in this country, to a
old toper, was never
instituted sgainst the parties, complained wealthy New York widow.

—

Ludington, was destroyed by fire on Sat-

Saturday, April 4.

*

-

blackens others does not their spring vacation.

against last winter for selling liquor.

patfcetss.

cw

hava the largtit and moat complete atoek of
good* ta Weetera Michigan, all porciaaedtot Ctuhr
from rinr uamd#, aelected with great care sn&
ehall tell at reaeonableprofta.

of Hope College closed

for election yesterday, and the studentsare enjoying

kind of whiskey one gets nowadays.

®ut

Liquor* tor nidleliaian
kept in a

all other artlcUa aiaally

First-Class Drag Store.

The second term

whiten himself.

and others are “under conviction.”

Whet md

I

it.

Manistee Time* says that one of

and

ly;

in a few weeks.

surroundingplaces.
as

Brace*

Roots a Herbs.

liquor is being put in

law, are constantlymade in most of the

Putty,
Pervument,

April 21.

7.

Prosecutions under the State

name

Medicines,

Giddlngs is to hold a special

Killean’s
the

West as they go
Western Joke.

far

term of his court at Hastings, to

other column.

00

about ns

is

Judge

call the attention of

00

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

Oats,

Sottpobteks,

Circuit

BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three

Cord

Chicago.

In

band of Nellie Grant, and not Saleratus,

lines, $3.00 per

Wool, V

Brushes,
Patent Medicines,.

resident of this

Pansy Good*

Iowa

Religious services will be held on Eas-

00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
thanges.

$9"

Yankbk-Dan, once a

patent office has just reportedfav-

orably on three

Paints,
Glass,

15.— See advertisements.

Debt, shows a decrease of $2,189,388.

bt.)

Public auction on Wednesday, April Drugs.

statement of the Public

Court.

1 T.

500
800

10
17
.............. 17 00 15
................. 35 00 40

Senator Sumner.

calender, at the last term of

t

6 M.

late

Not

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

8 M.

iDHuoeitTSt minuet

WHOLESALE A RETAIL DEALER 13

getting ready for the spring trade.

JOB PRIKTIKU PBOMPTLT AMD XBATLT DORI.

months.

5,000,000 cans of

of •100.000.

OFFICE : VAN LANDKGEND’S BLOCK.
0. 8.

Maine puts up nearly
down the house
corn annually.
was bom.

are going to tear

in which Ben. Butler

Store.

sacrificed in the

WE HATE

A

STEAM

DH/Y" KIL1T,

-

00

Re-Sawing Done.

THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE HUALL MAKE A

SPECIALITY.
Mr. H. Bacon, cal profession in this city is the one of Dr.
The following names have been added
N.
Blank,
who
has
just
arrived
from
Holoffers for sale his beautiful place, north of
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
to the list of Notaries Public for Ottawa
the city, on the shores of Black Lake. land, and intents to locate permanently Or anything in onr line, manufactured on abort
county: Allen C. Adsit, Horace A. Hudson,
among us.
notlae.
@ ?§8 Frank J. Brown, Sylvester L. Morris, We venture to say, that for an amateur no
4 50
H. W. Verbeek ft Co.
more desirable location could be obtained.
A Danbury Sunday-scholarbeing asked
1 75 Felix J. Ort, John Tibbit, and Alexander
—See his advertisement.
45-8**-ly
what
became of men who deceived their
R. Stegengs.
fellow men, promptly explained:“They
Prof. G. J. Kollen, has met thus ft
§tait
The temperancemovement in Grand pith the most encouraging success in la-' go to Europe.”— With a slight change the
Haven is pretty well on the way, unless
friug amongst the neighboring congre- ibove would read well on both sides of
checked
by the excitementconnected with
Chicago A Mich. Lake Shore ail Bead.
tions for the Endowment of Hope Col- the Atlantic.
a local election. Within the last few days
Bge. The whole amount subscribed up^
GOING SOUTH, several public meetings have been hel
Wk learn that the health of Rev. A. C.
GOING NORTH.

»

On account of

Oo
60
40
50

ill-health,

'

loads.

STATIONS.
Mall.
A. m.
8.30 •* Chicago.
U.U New Buffalo.

NlghtEx.
r. n.
9.10
12.15
A. M.
8.37
4.81

Meat Market,

Mall

Eve. Ex.

r.m.

A.

10
6.15

6.00
8.05

8.

r.

r. in.

2.55
8.56
4.07
4.1C
4.15
4.45

4.85
5.35

5

1.07

K.gaugfttuck
Holland.

10.41
0.50

Ollre.

11.87

Ottawa.

11.81

Robinson.

11.20
11.05
10.55
10.36
9.80
8.25
6.45

-

Nunlca,
Fruitport.

Muskegon.

Pentwater.

9.22
9.05
8.85
8.80
7.20

The contest for the Marshalsbip is especi-

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, I
carrying on thla buainosa alone, at the

where

The

Allegan Journal says: “Every

can be found at ail timea. and where I will

keep constantly on hand, the chokeat of Hott md/
Frerh Meats, and offer them at the toereat prlcea.
I

College.

I

am

OLD STORE,

expect to aee all onr old (Heads, to come and call

on me, when I will offer then tach bargains as will*

Induce thep to purchasetheir daily ration* with
drinking place in Allegan where intoxi- me.
The following are among the nominiJ Wednesday evening last at the City Hotel cating liquor is sold as a beverage is closed,
JACOB KUITK.
46 ito-tf
Holland, Feb. 14, 18T4.
lions for Supervisor, made in the neighHall, by the “Maple Sugar party,” the and the proprietors agree to keep them
boring towns: Holland— W. Diekemaand bject being to apply the proceeds for the shut, and the business men have signed a

A very pleasant evening was spent on

J. D. Bloemers. Zeeland— J.

G. Van

& Higgins report a
& feed

first-rate business in the flour

-

urehase of chandeliers for Grace (Episcoal)

-

Church.

Douglas
Messrs. Slooter

GOING SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.

Van Raalte, D. D., who is spending the
Some time ago a Sunday-School was es- winter at Rev. W. B. Gillmore’b, in IlliJohn A. Leggatt, is one of the candi- tablished in theJi/M Ward and is at pres- nois, has not improved of late. The Docdate for Mayor in Grand Haven, having
ent successfullyconducted under the di- tor is suffering from nervous debility,and
been nominated by a people’s, caucus. rection of Messrs. F. Barker and A. expects to go to Kansas, aa soon as his
The Democrats will make no nominations.
Wormber, theologicalstudents at Hope health permit*.

Hees. Olive— W. A. Willis. Overyssel—
H. Kok. Fillmore—

Grand Bapidi Branch.

Jacob Koite.

date, outside of the city, is $15,000.

which were largely attended.

ally lively there, this spring.

11.5*1

5.27
5.35
5.48
6.15
6.82
7.20
8.35
10.00

7.10
7.28
8.00

Richmond.

m-

11.40
10.55

2.05
1.12
1.03
1.00
12.45
12.25
a. n.

10

5.21

6.25

Gr. Junction.
Pennavllle.
Manllua.

m.

is to

have a new

enterprise

started in a few weeks. Parties from

pledge not to rent their buildings for the

WERKMAN

purpose of saloon-keeping.

Have on band

“Cole’s Mill,” in Olivo

has

regular for the past three

ft SONS,

fn their new store, on Rinr
Street,aa entire new stock of

been running

weeks.

Mr.

GOODS,

JDJE&Y

Niles have made arrangements with T. Cole informs us that he is shipping his
STATIONS. Mall. Expreu since they opened. This is encouraging,
Mall.
Express.
Gray & Co., for the use of their mill power lumber right along by rail, to different
r.m.
p. m.
a. m.
r. m.
10.00
12.20
Holland.
5.20
4.50
and we are glad to notice the fact, for the for the purpose of manufacturingpill, markets in Illinoisand Ohio. This con9.46
12.06
5.84
5.04 Zeeland.
reason that it is a proper indication of the
A. X.
ointment and match-boxes.— Chmwwrcfaf. cern adds much to the rapid development
9.83
11.68
Yrlealaod.
5.47
6.17
system on which the retail trade in this
of the townshio of Olive.
11.40
9 JO
6.30
Hudson.
4.00
Flour ft Feed.
The week ending to-day has been a re9.07
city should be carried on.
11.27
5.48 Jennlaon'a,
6.13
9.01
ll.fl
6.49
Orandrllle.
619
Dr. B. Ledeboer has returned from his
markable busy one, in the way of “ meetGraham, Chicken Feed.
8.40
11.00
Gr. Rapids.
6.40
6.10
It was reported on the street that Mr.
ings.” Besides the several City and Ward trip East, and completed the necessaryarAlso Prepared Holland Mustara,
G. II. Bender, had sold out his liver}’ Caucusses,we have had the regular ses- rangements for his departureon or about
Mloh. Lake Shore Bail Boal
HATS ft CAPS, GLASS-WARE, ETC.
business, and that the building and sion of the Classis of Holland, of the Col- the 1st of next month. The Doctor has
AND A PULL LINE OF
Mnc South. grounds were transferred to other parties, lege Board of Education, and a special changed the place of his future residence
doing North.
No. 1
.No. 4
No. 2
No. 3
We sell at our own Price, which is
STATIONS.
to be convertedinto a Public Hall. Upon meeting of the Alumni of Hope College. from New York to Patterson, having
a. m.
p* m.
p. m.
p. m.
lower than in
780
0 80 12 55
2 35
Muskegon
inveitigation we found it was only a ru- The next thing in order now is Market- bought out, a large drug-store there, situ303 8 80
* 8 30 12 14
Forrysburg
Bmi fiqiii or Quago.
8 40
8 00 13 10
8 06
Grand Haven
mor, though not without some foundation. Day.
ated in the heart of the city.
a. m.
And We Will Not Be Undersold.
Mr. Bender will continue his business as
9 85
7 15 11 88
3 40
Pigeon
408 11 04
6 80 11 04
A
peculiar
assault
and
battery
case
Holland
The
Union-School
Exhibition
on
FriPlease
give us a call. No trouble to
heretofore.
5 20
8 56
4 38 11 35
Fillmore
show our goods.
was
commenced
last
week
by
the
Bergday
evening
of
last
week,
was
a
perfect
1 00
3 50
9 37
5 21
Allegan
line,

YANKEE N0TI0N&
GROCERIES,

-

-

The Masons and Odd Fellows of Otsego
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

FROM GR’ND

HAPIDS

Bxprees. Mall.
A. X.
P. X.
7 00
4 15
7 20

4 33
4 49

787
754
805

507
6
5
5
6
6

17
26
50
17
26

8 14

837
908

648
-.7

06

7 24
7 43
7 58

803

814
826
885
P.X.
8 46
A.X.
8.50
A X.

240
A.

'

X.

705
P. X
1 10

16
fl 88
fl 55
10 13
10 80
10 41
10 51
11 02
11 14
11 21
A. X.
11 80
P.X.
9,20
P.^L
5 10
r. x.
fl 40
A.X.
fl

'

405

TO GR’ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

Express. Mtll.
A.
11
10
10
10

Grand Rapids.
OrandvlUe.
Byron Centre.

Hopkins.
Allegan.

948
fl

8 87
8 18
8 00

788
730

Schoolcraft.
Flowerfield.

7 10

Mooreoark.
Three River*.
Florence.
Constantine.

M

White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.

Buffalo.

17

• 846

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
Portage.

Cleveland.

00
40

23
04
fl 58

Dorr.
Hilliard*.

Otsego.
Plalnwell.

P. X.
fl 40
9 24
9 08
8 50
8 40
8 82
8 10
7 42
7 88
7 18
7 00
6 85
6 15
• 6 05
5 53

M.

r

6
6 87
6 80
A.X.
6 20
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 46
P.X.
7 80
P.X.
13 35

•

success, in every

way. The

exercises

on

iiorst brothers, of Zeeland, before Squire

have completed an organizationfor the the part Of the children were very attrac- Steginga of North-HolUnd,in which our
suppression of the whiskey trade, gamb- tive and gave good satisfaction,the atten- townsman, the Hon. J. Roost, was made
ling,

etc. This society will be known as dance on the part of the public was

the Union Temperance league. Its

offi- eral,” and

cers are as follows:

ets for the

President.—L H. Lamoreux.

“ lib-

we understand the sale of tickbenefit of the “ Organ Fund,”

was beyond expectation.

defendant. The result was a non-auit, the
details of

which, including an attorny fee,

presented to our plaintiffsthe

handsome

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN

footing of $48.

Vice President.— Dr. M. Chase.
Secretary.—G. W. Taylor.
Treasurer.—Dr. L. Foster.

Ice seems to bo one of the staple proAt midnight of the 29th ult., a fire was
discovered in the Academy of Music at ductions of Michigan. The numerous small
Muskegon, and in an hour the building lakes thodghout the State furnish large

Joseph, a schooner was destroyed. The building was owned quantities of lee of the very best quality.
entering the harbor, ran into the rail road by LoG. Mason, and occupied by the It is estimated that Cincinnati alone will
pay the people of Oakland county $50,000
bridge of the C. & M. L. S. R. R. at that Board of Trade and the Western Union

On Thursday,

548 place, and broke the draw, causing a delay Telegraph,both of which saved the most for ice this season. One farmq^has con527
522 in the arrival df the night express on of tllei^ fixtures.The Peak family of tracted the ice from his little late for ten
P.X.
Friday morning. It will require about a bell ringers gave a concert in the Acad- years for $500. 1 If we only had the lake

5 10
A.X.
8 80
P.X.
12 01

week, more or

BOOTS, SHOES,

at St.

less, to

make

the necessary

emy

in the evening,during which they and the

ice at this

point, and the oppor-

RUBBERS, ETC.
|

A Very large stock

and to these the fire is tunity to ship it, what a beautifulopening it would give to some of our enterprisat the regular hours as heretofore, the only attributed. The Peaks lost their bells.
A.X
800 delay being in the transfer of passengers The exact loss is not yet reported. The ing men who have been waiting for an 8th stiNtt
A.X.
opportunityto display their public spirit.
building was insured.
1 00 and baggage.atthe above point.
repairs; during the interval trains will run

on hand.^

used fire crackers,

.

;

.

Boiun,

m

TUB MfiACOK'l CUHVBHSIUAi.
'

“No,

I

si <»ill

Dmood Hodge must w»lk to-night ;
He hu no time to weit or dally ;

When

He la expected early and bright,
By the widow acrou the valley.

to wear to meeting, and that was only a

no such vanity os flaunting out in a different dress every Sunday ever entered
a girl’s head, especially girls whose
fathers were not independently rich.”
“ Nobody thinks of wearing tho same
dress all the time. Only one more—”
“ One is enough, Sarah. If you let
such sidy notions get into your head,
you will nevei know where to stop. You
could easily spend all your husband’s

Each in the name opinions clad,
Each the same good future seeing,
They in the main have seldom had
Even the sport of disagreeing.
But aa the Beacon wends hla way,
Under the aky'a fast dark’nlng axure,
He 4s ponderingof the day

salary

Talking eonoerninglife and death,
And the importanceof conversion,
Bhe was telling of her great faith
In the ordinance of immenlou.

*

And,

a

aa men in an evil hour
Oit will do, he feebly doubted ;
But her argumentative
power
Boon beheld him completely routed.

he asserted,if folks desire.

Till

Such baptism, they might receive it

;

But for H'a ever being required,
He waanl fool enough to believeit.

Then the widow had bridled,and said,
Till he had known auch saving leaven,
She wouldn't take It upon her head
To marry the best man out of heaven.
So the Deacon, as he walks on,
Grieves that such ideas have got her
For he has. in the long years gone,
Kept hia head above the water ;

in

and then

not

keep up

CHAPTER H.
James Bradley and John Farmer were
clerks in a large house in tho city, and
both resided in a neat little cottage in
the suburbs. Their fortuneshad been
thus far very much the same ; and perhaps they might have continued the

;

And

be feela that the rich reward
Of this widow and her carets lug,
For a sacrifice to the Lord,
Hardly would merit heavenly bleasing.

same tliroughlife, but for tho different
characterof their wives.
Mrs. Bradley had been brought up
But, most stubborn of all, his Willto
live within her means. A careful
Men’s most troublesome attendant—
mother, who realized the responsibility
Bids him cling to his old creed still,
Lest the widow get the ascendant.
of her position, had rigidly inculcated
the principles of a sound economy, and
So he sums his conclusien of it,
After the whole affair rehearsing
trained her up to habits of prudence
Widow or not, lit ne'er submit
and thrift. And all these practical
To her doctrines nor her immersing.'’
qualities she had brought with her into
Now from s bridge, wtiera lazily flows
her domestic relations, when she emWater full aix feet below him,
barked in a new sphere of life.
Gone is s plank, and down he goes,
And for a moment the waves o’er flow him.
Mrs. Farmer, on the other hand,
though
her parents were no better off
Bnt lo ! the widow upon the shore,
in the world, had brought her up to bo
Beaches a good stout stick unto him
And he, ii) a minute’s time or more,
a lady— to wear fine dresses, and play
Lands, with the cold chills creeping through him.
the piano in the parlor. Her knowledge
Quick she led his unto her house,
and experience of householy duties was
Dried bin by every gpodezertiou,
very narrow and supeiflcial, and her
.And. then remarked to tun., jdy. mouse, ^
husband’s thousand dollars a year would
That be was a convert to ftniherslon.
:

.

dress,

with the demands of tho times.”
“ I am sure James can afford me a
new silk. It will not cost much. ”
“ Do not think of it, child. Be prudent, careful and contented, and when
James is rich, you may do different.”
Mrs. Bradley was satisfied,after considerable more demonstrationon the
part of her mother, that she could get
along without the new ailk. But it was
hard to give up the idea of competing
with Mrs. Farmer, whose husband was
no better off than hers.

he incurred her first displeasure.

!

I

Vain his objections— vain each donbt ;
Vainly be argned, mixed and changed it
No odds how it came about,
She insisted, tho Lord arranged it.
And

many

a

!

ONE MORE DRESS.
BY

•

chapter m.

labor there is one

“long run” tells the story ; so let
us step forward a few years, and look
into the counting-room of our clerks.
James and John are still there, and
occupying the same relativepositions.
Their salaries have been gradually
raised, and for three years they have
been the recipient of the handsome sum
of fourteen hundred a year.
The 1st of January is at band. Harris k Co. are about to dissolve,and tho
senior, who has made a princely fortune
—and is a queer old fellow at that — is
about to form a new oo-partnership.
“ Boys,” says old Mr. Harris, “you
have been with me a long while; I suppose vcou want to get ahead, and become

“boys” acknowledged the and

“ corn,” and

OUVEB OPTIC.

To think of wearing tho same dress
church Sunday after Sunday!” exclaimed Mrs. Bradley, a young married
lady, to Mrs. Green, her mother. *
“Why not, Sarah?”
11

to

“ Folks will think it is the only one I
have which is fit to wear to meetings.”
“ It is, isn’t it ?”
“ I know it, but I don’t care about all
the world knowing it.”
“ You would not make all the world
believe that which is not true, would
you
" I douj care ; I mean to have a new
fldk immediately,”
s ^Bst, 63ah,
tuivyour
y<
husband cannot
afford it”
“ Yes, he can ; at least we can curtail
expeiif
our expenses
in something else.”

r

great

John Farmer winked sig- from

is

use.

now

their

a

sound and healthy man
86

nificantly at his associates.

“But,” continued the - patriarchal The Organ as a household instrument
merchant, “to get ahead in business has been rapidly growing in favor, and the
requirescertain qualities of mind and yearly sales are now enormous. A good
body. One must be indnstrious, econo- organ remains in tune, is cosily kept in
mical, and wide awake, as well as order, and blends naturally with the qualshrewd. Driving fast horses, eating ify of thevoice. Theadvertisementof the
champagne suppers, and sucking mint Smith American Organ Co., in another
juleps, do not furnish the necessary column, is referred to the consideration of
schooling for a merchant. I won’t our readers. This house has an enviable
preach, however. In one word ; tho reputation for good work and fair dealing.
first of January is close upon us.
Agents desiring to canvass for popuThose of you who can put two thousand
lar, quick-selling,,
standard works, as
dollars into the concern, shall draw a
“Art of Money-Making,” by Mills, etc.,
sixth of the profits

!

That’s all.”

Tho old fellow turned on his

Ulploiua Award*
1 by the Aruerin Instituteezeb
ear, A. W. Thomas,
ktenteeand Manufao-

you

should ever keep in mind, viz. : All disease originates in an impure condition
of the blood. Purify that, and the disease must depart, for it has nothing to
feed on; but you cannot purify the
blood by the use of poisonous drugs
and exhaustive stimulants ; the relief
which these afford ia temporary and deceptive, leaving you worse off at every
intenal. The best Mood Purifier ever
discovered is Dr. Walker’s Famous
Vinegar Bitters,compounded of simple
herbs. No matter how hopeless vour
case may seem, try tho Vinegar Bit*
ters, and a few draughts will convince
you of tho virtue. Dr. Walker, the discoverer of this priceless remedy, had
been given up to die by the physicians,

merchants?”

The

STANDARD LOTTA BUSTLE.

—To

took

rer.for the Llijhtoit.
troiiBeat and moat

—

.

picked up his hat and left the countingroom.
James Bradley was the only one of
the number— four in all— who could
“ face the music.” The other three had
perfected themselves in the art of driving fast horses, drinking sherry-cobblers, and eating good dinners ; which
Mr. Harris had hinted was not a necessary qualification for one of his partners.

John Farmer’s surplus had been spent
in giving his wife “one more dress.”
As his salary was increased from year
to year, “ one more dress” was the
oftener required. Beefsteaks, muttonchops, and ice were as unhealthy and
dyspeptic in their tendency as ever ; and
yet Mrs. Farmer, from the costliness of
hardly support them. They were her apparel, might bo mistaken for the
obliged, in order to dress her as her
lady of a nabob.
habitsand wishes required, to “ scrimp”
*
in many of the real comforts of life. The
Five
years
more.
Old
Mr.
Harris
is
provision bill was kept at the lowest
possiblefigure. Mrs. Farmer thought dead ; and, though the firm is still Harbeefsteakswere unhealthy in the morn- ris & Co., James Bradley is the senior
partner. He has already made a coming, and John found it necessary to lie
petence, and does a very large business.
of her opinion. Six dollars a season for
John Farmer left the concern three
ice would buy a new bonnet ; hence ice
go. it
It was suppo
supposed because
rears as
was the cause of a great many comhe
could
not
endure
the
thought of beplaints that prevailedin summer.
The comforts of living were sacrificed ing a clerk under his former companion. He left Boston and went to New
to the luxuriesof dress. Beefsteak at
twenty cents a pound was unhealthy ; York, but his unthrifty habits followed
but new bonnets at ten dollars a piece him. His wife wore the greater part o
were necessaries of life. Mutton-cnops his salary on her back ; and disheartf
ened by his ill success, he had increased
at fifteencents a pound caused the dysthe number of sherry-cobblers iu his
pepsia, but silk dresses at a dollar and
per
diem allowance to such an extent,
a half a yard, were not only healthy,
but indispensable to the happiness of that he had been discharged from his
place. Not being able to get another
the lady.
situation in New York, he reached BosAll the salary was spent- -was intended to be spent— and the only question ton in straightened circumstances.He

Life.” When this source
is corrupted,the painful and sorrow-producing effeotH are vieiblo in many uhapes. The
multifariousforms iu which it manifestsitself,
would form subjects upon which I might write
volumes. But as all the varied forms of disease which depend upon bad blood are cured,
or best treated, by such medicines as take up
from this thud and excrete from the system
the noxious elements, it is not of practical importance that I should describeeach. For instance, medical authors describe about fifty
varieties of skin disease, but as they all require for their cure very similar treatment it
ia of no practicalutility to know just what
name to apply to a certain form of skin disease, so you know how best to cure it. Then
again I might go on and describe various kinds
of scrofuloussores, fever sores, white swellings, enlarged glands,and ulcere of varying
appearance ; might describebow virulent poison may show itself in various forms of eruptions, ulcers, sore throat, bony turnon, etc.;
bnt as all these various appearing manifestations of bad blood are cured by a uniform
means, I deem such a course unnecessary.
Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is tho
great fountain of life, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength,and
soundness of constitution,will all return to
us. For this purpose Dr. Pierce’sGolden
Medical discovery and Purgative Pellets are
pre-eminently the articles needed. They are
warranted to cure Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald
Head, St. Anthony’s Fire. Rose Rash, or Erysipelas.Ring-worms, Pimples, Blotches,
Spots, Eruptions, Pustules,Boils, Carbuncles,
Bore Eyes. Bough Skin, Scurf, Scrofulous
Sores and Swellings,Fever Sores. White Swellings, Tumors, Old Sores or Swellings,Affections of tbe Skin, Throat, and Bones, and
Ulcers of the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, and

nnfortable Bsatle—
he Standard Lotia—
that can bawprn. Sixes
-to suit sverv style of

--;

01 WHITE HTKEK.T, NEW YORK,
801 RACE BT„ PHILADELPHIAN

THE HANSON LETTUCE.
The most tender, sweat and delicious variety
Krown; free from any bitter or uti|)lcusanttaste;
heads largs and solid, often vreishinir0 lbs. SittqU
pkfi 26ctx 61*0*. ai. A liberal discount to deslers.
00r Send/nr DREER'S UARDRHCALKNDABfor
napes, Wuttratei, trith practical directions.
to all apjJicants.

16*

1H74,

Hailed

Free

HENRY
714 Chestnut

A*

RrDrh

.

Philadelphia,P«.

St.,

CRUMBS

Are • modern stove
polish, far better
than any other In
existence.

OF

Are better, becauee
they give a liner
(lines than any other
1

polish.

COMFORT

Yield a brilliantsilvery shoen, with less than half
the labor required when other polishes are used.

CRUMBS

Dlaeaaea of the Blood.
“ The Blood is the

r-vf

|reaa. Wholesale Depots

see card of A. Broomhall, Muscatine, la.

heel,

* * * * *

;

marital draught.
Bitter and sweet, the Deacon drank up,
Ere he discovered that, creature of craft,
She was the one who pulled the plank up
full

herleave.

as she

The

“The times have changed.”
“ Changed for the worse. I am sure

Oay and beaming,good and kind,
Laden with forty winters only.
She la a light to hia gloomy mind,
Making hla downward steps less lonely.

bargain,” said Mrs. Farmer,

was a girl, I had only one dress

calico.”

Old enough,nay people, la be,
Long age to have left auch folly];
Bnt aa wiae as a aage la ahe,
And aa a maiden bright and jolly ;

When

I

Come, and Let Us Reason Together.
the afflictedin body, we say a few
words of plain, practical reasoning.No
matter under what form of sickness you

instead, and get the dvspepsia into the

shouldn’t,mother."

“ There is no end to it when you undertake to follow all these absurdities.

^^Can

Are a neat and dean-

be need even

no^% ^~in the parlor witbwhenKj ^ out the trouble of

making

ly article,

used.
dlrt nor duet

removing furniture

COMFORT
or carpets.

Has no disagreeablesulphurous or strong acid
smell when prepared for use, but are pleasant
and harmless.

CRUMBS

Are put up In neat
style and lu a form
more convenientfor
use than any other

OF

polish.

In each box are 12
sticks; 1 stick la
sufficient for any

stove, thaa all
waste is saved.

COMFORT
Are the cheapest polish in the market, becanso
one box at 10 cents will polish as much surface as
26 cents' worth of tho old polishes.

CRUMBS
f

iresiition, in competilion with leverzl of
the beat of the old

Have Just taken the
first

premium at the

I

IndianapolisExpo-

COMFORT
stove polUhei.
Buy Crtiibbor Comfokt of your itorekeeper, If
he haa them, or will procurethem for you; if not.
send ui one dollar, yonr name, and the name of
your neareat expren itatlon,and we will lend
you ten boxei, and lamplei of Uartlctt'a Blacking
and Pearl Blueing, free of coit.
Crumua or Comfort can be had of all hnieiale
Groceriand Dealers in the United Statei, and Retail Dealers will find them the most profitable,
from the fact that they aro tho fastest selling
articleof the kind in the market.

H. A. BARTLETT & CO.,
115 North Front-at., Philadelphia.
Buy Rathbone’sStoves, tho best made. 143 Chambera-at.,New York.
Fkablesh, most perfectmade ; wood or coal. 43 Broad-st.t Uoaton.
Acobn Cook, rivals all wood stoves.
Lungs.— [Cora.

Pbairie; cheap first-classcoal-aud-wood cook.
Good Stoves, of Bathboue, Sard A Co , as
cheap as inferior ones. Sold everywhere.

was whether it should be put in the was equally u^ortunate there. The
Liberality of Physicians.— It has
toddy blossoms on his nose were against
body or on tho body. The habit of exui.u n.o
u*o«vu , always be«u said that ph.VBici&uawould dtohim ; his coat was xuowj,
rusty, and
his breath
travagance was there, and all the thrift
and economy which Mrs. Farmer knew, smelt like the fog from a three-cent they did not originate themselvee.This hw
grogshop. His last dollai was spent, been disproved by their liberal course towards
was to save money for new dresses.
Dr. J. C. Ayer’s preparations.They have
She and Mrs. Bradley were on inti- and his wife was paying a “ visit” to
What?”
friend who had repeatedly urged her to adopted them into general use in their pracmate terms with each other, and, as
tice, which shows a willioguesstocountenance
“ Well, I don’t know ; we could make
may be readily supposed, the subject spend a week with her, and whom she articles that have intrinsicmerits which deour provision bill less.”
would have been sorry to disappoint
serve their attention. This does the learned
of dress was frequently discussed.
Mrs. Green shook her head.
He was reduced to the lost extremity. professiongreat credit, and effectuallyconA few days after the conversation of
“L don’t think there is any need of Mrs. Bradley with her mother, her His old friend and associate,James tradicts tbe prevalent erroneousnotion that
our having beefsteaksand mutton-chops neighbor was making a “call.” Mrs. Bradley, was now in affluence, and able their opposition to proprietary remediesis
every morning for breakfast.We never Farmer could talk of nothing but dress. to assist him. Mortifying as was the based in their interest to discard them. We
have always had coniidence in the honorable
had such things at home, vou know. I It was the study of her life— what she thought, there was scarcely any other motives of our medical men, and are glad to
would not give a straw to nave so much lived for— what she most hoped for in alternative but to apply to him for a find it sustained by the liberal welcome they
meat”
situation.
accord to such remedies as Ayer <k Co.'s inimthe future. As usual, the conversation
James
was
shocked
when
he recog- itable remedies, even though they are uot or“ But James depends upon it.”
immediately degenerated into dress— it
nized him. Sherry-cobblers, a thrift- dered in the books, but aro made known to
“ I know it ; yet for the sake of letwas all Mrs. Farmer knew.
the people tlfrough tho newspapers.— AVw
less wife, “one more dress,” and the
king me appear a little better on SunOrleans Delia.
“ How do you like my new raw silk?”
day, he would willingly dispense with asked she, alter several adroit passes, want of encouragement, had done their
Db. Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodic or Fework.
it*
in order to introduce this matter.
ver and Aon Tonic I— Wilhoft’s Tonic has es“Is there a vacancy inyonreounting” Would you be willing to ask him
tablisheditself as the real infalliblechill euro.
“ It is very pretty, indeed. You come
rdom, Mr. Bradley ?” asked he in hum- It is universally admitted to be the only reliathe question ?” said Mrs. Green.
out in a new dress almost every Sunday,
ble tones.
ble and harmlesschill medicinenow in use.
“Yes; why not?”
Ellen,” replied Mrs. Bradley.
“ There is not, John, but I will cre- Its efftcacy is confirmed by thousands of cer“ You would ask him to go without
“ I wish I could.”
tificatesof the very best people from all parts
kia breakfast in order that you may
“I wonder how many nice dresses ate a place for yon,” replied the liberal of the country. It cures malarious diseases
merchant, ns he realized the situation
have an extra silk dress ?”
of every type, from the shaking agues of the
you have in your vardrobe ?”
of his former associate.
‘“$0 without his breakfast,mother
lakes and valleys to tho raging fevers of the
“ I have only one that is fit to wear,”
“Thank you,” replied John, a tear torrid rone. Try ! It has never been known
I never once thought of such a thing,”
replied Mrs. Farmer, indifferently.
starting to his eye, at this unexpected to fail. Wheelock, Finlay A Co., propriesaid Mrs. Bradley, with a disturbed
“Only one !”
look.
kindness— the first he had expenenced tors, New Orleans.
“That is fit to wear anywhere.”
anywhere, not excepting his own house,
“But you know it amounts to the
Small-Pox was shorn of its terrors
“You have at least three silks.”
for many and many a weary month. by Jenner, but tho nineteenth century can
same thing to him. He was broughtup
“All old-fashioned— made last fall—
James took him home to dine with him, boast of the greatestimprovementfor the rein the country where he had meat for
and all out of date. I tried to make
breakfast, and he does not think he John give me a berage, but he would and John had an opportunity to contrast lief of Deformity and suffering from Paralysis,
his own circumstances with those of his Diseased Joints, etc. The National Surgical
could make a meal without it.”
not.”
Institute of Indianapolis, Indiaua, stands
thrifty friend. Ho was sad at heartwill not say anything more
without a rival in the treatment of such eases;
“I am sure if I hod your dresses, I in short he was a ruined man.
about that theu,” replied the young
also Catarrh. Chronic Diseases, Piles, and
should think I were a Princess.”
He did very well for a few months in Fistula. They publish a most striking aud inwife, who, I beg the reader to believe,
“ Pshaw ! If my husband don’t give
the counting-roomof his friend, bnt teresting journal. Send for it.— [Com.
would not willingly have deprived her
me another next week, I shan’t go to his old habit soon obtained the mastery
Ihusbandof any real comfort. “How
Rev. E. H. Hopkins, of Jackson Cenchurch but once a month.”
over him again, and he died suddenly
*do you suppose Mrs. Farmer gets so
ter, Shelby Co., 0., says: “ My wife had the
“If
I
had
your
dresses, Ellen, I
of a disease produced by dissipation.
many dresses ?”
consumption for ten years, and had been conshould not think of another, for a year,
“One more dress,” said Mrs. Green fined to her bed for some time. I heard of
“I don’t know.”
—the good old lady was now a cherished Dr. L. Q. C. Wishart’s Pine Tree Tar Cordial,
“ She seems to come out with a new at least.”
“ Why don’t you dress better, Sarah?”
member of her daughter’s family— “ is and after using four bottles, she was able to
one almost every Sunday. She must
do the work for her family.’’— [Com.
“I can’t afford to do so.”
the representative of the whole system
have at least half a dozen silks and
“Pooh !”
of extravagance.‘ One more dress,’ as
More than 50 years have elapsed since
mother thinks I dress well tho type of a great bundle of bad ha^^fhope her husband can afford them,”
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment was first inventreplied Mirs. Green, shaking her head enougib.”
bits, was the min of John Farmer. ed, during which time hundreds of thousands
have been benefitedby its use. Probablyuo
“Why, you have worn the same dress Don’t you know it Sarah ?”
aignifioantly.
articleever became so universally popular
“ He is not any better off than James. to meeting every Sunday for a year.”
“I do, mother, and I cannot be too
with all classes as Johnson's Anodyne LinU
“ And probably shall wear it every thankful to you for your wholesome adThey have the same salary, and in the
men/.— [Com.
Sunday for the next year.”
vice. I am sure that without it I should
same concern.”
Pills which contain antimony, quihave procured 1 one more dress ;’ then
“A thousand dollars in these bar*, “I wouldn’t,if I were you.”
nine and calomel,should be avoided,as severe
“I can’t afford a new dress every wanted another and another, until I had
times will not go a great way with a
griping pains would be their only result. The
man who has a family to support, es- month. I was speaking the other day spoiled all my husband’s expectations. safest, surest, and best pills are Parson's
. pecially if his wife has a great many about having one more dress, but moth- Poor Ellen Farmer, she is binding shoes Purgative or Anti-BilliousPills.— [Com.
er said bo much against it, that I gave for her daily bread now !”
ailk dresses.”
All the advancement in science, art, aud
“ But James saves two or three hun- up the idea.”
civilization has not preveutedchildren from
dred of his salary eveyr year.”
• “ Tied to your mother’s apron-string Bitters.— Take boneset, wild cherry kicking holes through tho toes of their shoes.
Only SILVER TIPS prevent this. Try tbem.
“Every young man ought to save yet!” sneered Mrs. Farmer.
bark and poplar bark ; make an infusomething.”
“I am too thankful to get my moth- sion by adding a quart of warm water
Go to RiversideWater Core, Hamilton, 111.
“Do you suppose John Farmer er’s advice to reject it. ”
let it cool anu drink when thirsty.This
“ But g$t tho raw-siik,do! It will
PER WEEK guaranteed to Agents
is a certain cure for fever and ague. I
on a Newly PatentedArticle. Salable as
“I think not, at the rate his wife become you so well ; and then we shall received it frem an Indian, and found it
flour. For circulars,address
have a little respite from that everlast- to be the master of ague.— J/. ' C. in
dresses.”
B. LAWYER, Patentee, Pittsburgh, Pa
“ But it is too hard to wear the same ing fawn color.”
Country Gentleman.
/iONKTANT EMPLOY MKNT.-At horns,
“ No, I have made up my. mind not
\j male or female, g30a week warranted.No capito have it”
The newly-elected Lord Mayor of tal required. Full particulars,and a valuable sample sent free. Address,with 6 ct. return stamp,
“ Put the money into your stomachs London is a practical printer.
u You would want another still ”
A. D. YOUNG, 290 Fifth St., WUIUmiburgh,N. Y.
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Natures Great

Remedy

FOR ALL

THROAT and LUNG
DISEASES!!
It Is the vital principleof the Pino Tree, obtained
by a peculiarprocessfn the distillationof the tar, by
which iu highest medicinal propertiesare retained.
Tar even in its crude state has been recommendedby
eminent physiciansof every tchool. It is confidently
offered to the afflictedfor the following simple reasons:
l. IT CUR is, —oof by abruptly tappingthe cough—
but by dissolving the phlegm aud auiiting nature to
throw off the unhealthy matter causing the irritation.
M cases of seated consumptionit both prolongs and
rendersless burdensome the life of the afflictedsufferer.
a. Iu healing principle acu upon the irritated sur.
»ce of ths lungs, Penetrating to each diseasedfart,
idieving pain, and subduing inflammation.
3. It FURIPIES AND KNRICHISTHK BLOOD. Positive
ly curing all humors,from the common pimplb or
eruption to the severest cases of Scrofula.Thousands
ofaffidavits could be produced from those who hava
felt the beneficial effects of Pinb Tkbb Tar Cordial
in the various diseases arisingfrom impuritiesof

THE BLOOD.
Jt invigoratesthe digestive organs and restarts
afpetite.
All who have known or tried Dr. L. Q. C. Withart’s remedies requireno references from us, but the
names of thousand^ cured by them can be given to
any one who doubu our statement.Dr. L. Q. C.
Wishart’s Great AmericanDyspepsia Pills and
Worm Sugar Drops have never been equalled. For
rale by all Dmggisu and Storekeepers,and at

4.

the

Pr.

L

Q. C.

WISHABT’S Office,

*0, H32

AT.

Stcond

DENIAL CLIMATE,
FERTILE

St.f

Philad'.u

SOIL,

CHEAP LANES,

ARKANSAS
Tie

Little

M

anil

!

Fort

Smi

RAILROAD
OPFXRI VOX lALI

ONE MILLION ACRES OF LAND
In the rich valley of the Arkansas rivar, unsurpassed in the productionof Cotton, Corn, Fruits,
Vegetables, the Vine, and all cereale.The Inexhauetlbje fertility of theeoil; the climate (average
auuual temperaturefor December, January,February and March, about 43 deg. P.). permittingagricultural labor eleve" montne of the year; the
unquei tloned health of the valley ; the variou# and
abundant timber, and good water, with the rapid
development of the State in railroads, population
•nd general improvemaot, combine to tender
those lauds

the

,

GARDEN OF THE COUNTRY!
Uplands from E2.M to
toms from $10.00. to $1640

16.00,

and River Bot-

per acre, on long credit.

Exploring Tickets and Liberal Arrangements with Colonies.
Railroad and Steamboat Connection with
St. Louis and Memphis.
'

Vor lisps sad Pamphlets,free, address
JR.

S.

HOWE,

Land Commlsslonsi

LITTLE KOOK, AKK.

A

A Senator’s Palace.

GENTS WANTKD-Men

or

Women.

*34

a

GENTS WANTED

to sell our Justly eelebrsted
Articles lor Lsdles’ wesr. Indispensable and

iV week or *100 forfeited. The eerret tree. Write
once toCOWEN A CO., 8th 8t., Now York.

at

“Castle Stewart,” in the city of
Washington,owned and, recently occu- (210 PER DAY Commission or §30 a week
QJaJVF Salary, and expenses.M'e offer It and will
pied by Senator Stewart, of Nevada, is pay It. Apply now. U.WebberdtCo., Marlon, O
the admiration of all who see the interuarantoed tuing our
nal arrangementsand furnishing,surr sixl Drill*.Catalogue frr«.
W.W.lilLM.St.Louia.Mi*.
passing in magnificentelegance anything else to bo seen in that city. The

|

Central Hotel,
n£«urls.et

$25™°'"”

ANY

I

i

Work

n *

»*».«»»

5

i

V'ZMTXTcZ

Kueer & Kurlous

Hungarian ash and mahogany, silver figure* and fun; M paura; 60 pictures. Inclose two
s tamps and aditreasHluckit&Co f4A Broad way, N.Y
wood and ebony moldings, maple and
TO
PLOW WITH COMFORT, wear the
black walnut, with every article conM Eavd CoanriBLD GAIT IB. Heat Plow shoe
ceivable, that could be used, made to for lender Feet. A»k your dealer* for them,
send for descriptive circular to RAND BOOT
correspond. The carpets and frescoing or
AND SHOE CO., Carthage, 111,
are in perfect harmony with the style
of furniture used in the rooms, the
whole making a display of elegance With one box ARABS DEAD SHOT. Prire i«ets., ask
.

RATS KILLED

vour Storekeeperfor 1». JOHN F. HENRY A CO.,
New York. JOHNSON,HOLLOWAY A CO., Phtla.

Au Earthquake Proof Hotel.
San Francisco glories in a new hotel
which really seems to have some features not often found in that class of
buildings. It is four stories high, and
contains four hundred suites of rooms,

144 School Teachers

Wanted

To engage during the spring and smamer In a
businessin their uwn counllei paying flOO per
month. Address Ziiolkb A McCuudt, Chicago, III.
Dll.

HAM’L.

H.

FITCH’S

FAMILY PHYSICIAN
W ill he sent free by mail to any one sendiHgtheir
addiei* to 714 Broadway, New York.

yet is so constructedthat the direct rays

room at some
time during the day— provided it isn’t
cloudy, we suppose. This is mainly efof the sun fall into every

Full |M.tlcul..i“8£«.

'

sisglgg

rarely excelled in this country.

wanted.

Address W. A. Henderson & Co., Cleve___ land, 0.. or St. Louis, Mo.

THK YOl'NU

Housekeeper’s Friend.

“JUBILEE ORGANS.”

40

THIS IS NO HUMBUG.

By Mss. CORNELIUS.
Price, 11.60. Interleaved, *2

VINEGAR BITTERS
Dr. J. Walker’s California Vinegar Hitters arc a purely Vegetable
preparation,made chiefly from tho native herbs found on tho lower ranges of

tho Sierra Nevada mountains of California, tho medicinal properties of which
are extractedtherefrom without the use
of Alcohol. Tho question is almost
daily asked, 4 What is tho cause of tho
unparalleled success of Vinegar BitTERsf” Our answer is, that they remove
tho cause of disease, and the patient recovers his health. They are the great
blood purifierand a life-giving principle,
a perfect Renovator and Invigorator
of the system. Never before in the
history of the world has a medicine been
compounded pogHossing tho remarkable
qualities of Vinegar Rittkrs in healing the
sick of every disease man is heir to. They
are a gentle Purgativeas well as a Tonic,
relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
the Liver and Visceral Organs, in Biliom

2ft.

it will be found of arett value ta every housekeeper, end Is the standardworkonthei*»nblerl*
FirriXTH Thousand now ready. For »sle by
bookseller*.Rent by msll on receipt of in Ice
THOMPSON. BROWN A CO., I*obH*her*, Boiton,

^REAT^pUCTIONr-

TEAS AND COFFEES
AT

of a ship, and this is encased in

WHOLESALE PRICES.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
P.O.

Company

orders for the largest Tea

Importers’prices and inducements
Agents. Bend for Circular.Address,
ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey 81.. N. Y. P. 0. Box, 1287.

brick. The

theory is, that in
case of a very severe shako the brick
walls will either have to stand up or
Nothing Like It In Literature.
fall outward, and so the inmates nave
Agent* wanted for Science in Story, by Dr. E. B.
only to keep in their rooms for safety. Foote. Select your territory,Ac. iddreis MurThe rent of a suit of rooms, with board, ray Hill Publishing Co., 129 Es*t,^Bth Street. JCY.
ranges from two hundred and fifty to
five hundred dollars a month, which
will doubtless come up a trifle during
The PronouncingHand-book of Words often Misthe earthquake season.
walls of

NEW BOOK.

D

ft

a

W 0

LOVE.TOY’S Nxw Style

UI.AK* CUTTKIl 4b
PUTi Y KNIFE.
Cute (flan better then
a diamond. Everybody
should have one. Any
child can use It. Sent
to your address on receipt of 60 cents and
ton street, Boston, Mass
Liberal discountto Store
ktepere.

The properties of Dr. Walker’s

odi’5

MU/A

Fort Mile Re

Diseases.

Vinegar Bitters are Aperient, Diaphoretic,

GO.,

1

giou of

Homes

NOVELTY

PRINTING PRESSES
The Best Yet Invented.
For Amateur or Builnei*Purposes, and unsurpassed for general Job Printing.
Over 1U.UUU In Use.

repair.

Bilious. Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, which are so preva-|
lent in the valleys of our great riverg

• -3

s 2 s »

_

0 s si

:

.-§

the Near West.

in

unwell, provided their bones are not destroyed by mineral poison or other
means, and vital organs wasted beyond

£ g

lUliH.

Western

i

to

£ o

Boxft043. »1 and 38 Vesey St., N. Y.

.

in

TABU

HOUSE, 200 BOOMS, SPLENDID

-P.??nLarc,tI Tpesiers and the Traveling Puhlle
will find every accommodation that Is offered in a
nrst-clasiHotel Thebeat|2 AOuday HousetnChl-

*

AuXiH

manner

NEW

Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.
Bend for New Price-List.

By sending36 cts., with age, height, color of eyes Carminative, Nutritious,Laxative, Diuretic, 1YETTER lands at cheaper prices than can bs
IJ found elsewherewithin clvillxstlon. A choice
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your
future husband or wife, with name and date of Sedative,Counter-Irritant,Sudorific. Alterr Jromoverl.ftOO.OOO acres, ou the lines of the
Chicago and Northwestern and Illinois Central
fected by means of a large central court. marriage.W. Fox, P. O. Drawer 22, Fultouvllle.N.Y. live, and Anti-Bilious.
Railway*, lu lows. Avertge credit price *6 and
But the peculiarity which especially en*G per sere. Title clear. No fever and acue. For
make n>nre mo,i(>y filing silland exploringtickets,receivable as cash In payGrateful Thousands proclaim \
dears it to the natives is the remarka- A rnilTTC!
I \VFR'8 PATENT BROOM than any
ment, or maps and guides giving descriptions,
Aly
4JA1
A
I#
other
article.
One
Agent
made
egar
Bitters
tho
most
wonderful
li.
ble fact that it is earthquake proof, and
prices,terms, nr any Information, call on or address
R7 JA lu 31 day*. Recommendedby Am.JUtrinAB. OALHOUN, Land Commissioner Iowa R.
hence may bo considered a house of ref- furuf and over lOO.OHU families using them. vigoraut that ever sustained tho 8inki;.t JOHN
R. Land Co., 90 Rsndolph-st., Chicago, or Cedar
Rapids, la. N. B —For round trip half fart ercuruge in the midst of a quaking city. It Circular* free. CLEGG A CO., 20 COrtlsnd St., N. Y. •ystom.
•ion ticketi from Chicago apjly to fAeC^icd
ucagjojfire.
]mi Person can take these Bitters
is a compact framework of wood and rpTTI
TEA AGENTS wanted In town and
JL
JllA.couiitry
to
sell
TEA,
or
get
up
club
.'iccording
to
directions,
and
remain
lout}
iron, put together somewhat after the

A
, , ,
America.

7

rests, OHlCABOl

'
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Ymm

St

PROFITABLE EMPLOYMFIIT.

of te“ P®r,lf'n» wlth 10

parlor chairs, sofas, etc., are beautiand Inst nun
ni’ln. w^o gat* kh^Ktif-pa™*
fully carved and finished in gilt, while ONE City Novelty Co., 108 8. Klghth-st.,Phlla , Pa!
the mirrors,cornices and brackets are
of others and
made in keeping with the draperies, and WHY8on<i ^ C,*'
and
triu Ions* to^Vear goo'a'day!
curtainsin harmony with the rest. The IlUI.*1.60.
Plumb a Co., 108 South bth-st., Pblla., Pa.
furniture of the sitting-roomis of the
most luxurious style, with book cases,
cabinets and splendid mirrors. The
R. D. WILLNON,
MRU W. Waeblugton St., Chicago.
dining-room is finished in black walnut, the chairs are covered with the
finest mon cco and ornament with gilt
monogram, and everything in the room
in perfect keeping. A very noticeable
article is the hall mirror; the plate is
THIS PRINTINB INK
the largest ever used for such a pur- Harrier’s Buildings, New York. For sale by Chlcv
pose, 'tis said. The glass measures six go Newspaper Union, 114 Mouros-jt., in NMb and
2Wb packages. Also a full assortmentof Job Inks.
feet wide and ten feet high, costing over
SI, 000. The sleeping-rooms are fitted
Kuaint,
up in various colors of wood, such as Is the valuable book wc give to all. Full of facts,

Street*

Bet. Madison and Washington

BENJ.

2

5.

J s-2 r

___

|

Wanted, Persons
Who

wish triUecurea permanentbuslnces and make
Di'-ney as agent, or otbirwlae, sellli g my
8TF.AM WASHER, so ex'enslvelyartvertlsed In
nag* and unuble-page advertisements
(400(00 sold),
to address for Circular and Terms,
J. C. TILTON. Pittsburgh, Pa.

NKW

Wanted-Agents.

WOODS,

O.

O

*

^ /

Manufacturerand Dealer In

throughout the United States, especially
every description of
From $75 to $250 per Month,
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri^
Everywhere, Male and Female,to sell on# of
PRINTING MATERIAL,
the moet useful articlesever invented, need3-49 KcunnlNt 15J4Kiieelaiiri-sts.. Rosfon.
Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, Arkaned In every family. Send for circular.
Aokkts— E. F. MiirKuiirk.HMiirrfly-st.,N*w York;
sas, Red, Colorado, Brazos, Rio Grande^ Kelley Howell A Ludwijr, 917 Market-st.,PhiUdeipronounced,as given by the best authorities.
Address NKCOMIt A- (’4).,
Bent iu any address on receipt of Sixly Gents157 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
nhla; S. P. Ronndi, l76Monros-st., Chicago. Send
Pearl,
Alabama,
Mobile,
Savannah,
RoLEE A 81IRPABD, Hostpr
for IllustratedCatalogno.
Looking Ahead.
anoke, James, and many others, with
aloguefor 1874 will be their vast tributaries, throughoutout
A few days since a buxom woman
MILLIONS OF ACRES
sent free to Agents on application.
brought to the Register of Wills a will
NEW MAPS, CHARTS, CHHO- entire country during the Summer anu
MO, Ac. Our new Maps of INDI- Autumn, and remarkably so during seaMILLIONS OP ACRES OF THE BEST LAND !
made by her husband, and which she
ANA, ILLINOIS, OHIO and MICHIthe Waal, fur sale on Ten Y«*nl-«,Credit, at §
GAN, are the best and cheapestpub- sons of unusual heat and dryness, arc,
desired to file for probate. “When did
permit. Interest, by ths Burlingtonand Ml»
Hihed.
sour! Hirer Railroad Company.
invariably accompaniedby extensive de-t
he die?” inquired the sympathetic
E. C. BRIDGMAN,
*
6
Barclay
Street,
N.
Y.
rangemento
of
the
stomach
and
liver,
clerk to whom the document was
NO PAYMENTS REQUIRED,
and other abdominal viscera. In theii
handed. “Why, bless you, ’’responded
FOR
CHEAP, Except Interest,till fifth year. Rich Nod, warn
AGENTS
WANTED
,or ,hepa^r.t'dl b0<,k
the woman, “ he ain’t dead yet, but he Youman’s Dictiona’7 of Every-Day Wants, treatment,a purgative,exerting a pow}
Ctinuitc long Seatons, low Taxee. and frsa EducaTen Tears Credit, Interest only 6 per cent
tion. Free Fart and Lost Freighte on houaehold
gave me that (pointing to the will) and containing20,000RBCflipTi(bona fTJe niimbor-be- erful influenceupon these various or-*
goods to those who
ware bogus imitations)Intensely interesting, atDescriptive
Pamphlets,
with
Sectional
Mope,
tent
Free.
he drinks a quart of liquor every day, tractive and useful to all classes, raving money guns, is essentiallynecessary.There
to every buyer. Belllngfasterthan any other js no catharticfor tho purpose equal to
and I guess,” continued she, with a daily
three bonks combined ! One Agent has alreadysold
laugh, “ he’ll play out in about three over 2,000 copies ! 10 page circular ana terms free. Du. J. Walker’s Vinegar Bittersi
For Circulars and Mapa.wlth Dill part! ulars,adUKO. N. II AHUM,
months.” The officer had no more to Address F. A. HutCHiitsoji A Co . Chicago. Ills. as they will speedilyremove the dark! k handsome Illustrated Paper, containingthe
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OUR

IOWA ANDJiLBRANKAl

NEW

_

CAT

rN'NKBRASKA.

•

SALUERY

NOW

BTTY

THIS

THE PIONEER, dress

and quietly filed away the will—
Baltimore American.
say,

Urown's Uronchtal Trochtr lor

(V

Tfiipw

ugh*

mud Colda.
A.CODQH, COLD OK 80&1 THROAT
Requires immadtiteattention,and tbonld be
Chti ked. if allowed to continue, laniraTion ot
THB Lcaoi, A PlBMAVaHT Turoat ArrecTio*. oa
AM Ihcdh abli Lubo DitKARi la often the reeult.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCUKB,
Having a direct Influence ou the parte.give Immediate relief. Pur Dhobcuitib,Ahthma, Catakuu,
COKRL'11 PTITE AMD TlIHOAT DllBAIKI, TaOCHRIflr*
mtd with aJua^i good itu-eett.
SiRoiRi abo Public Spiakihi
Will find Trocubs ueeful in cleirtiig Ue voice when

colored viscid matter with which the
at tie Crass Goals. bbwels are loaded, at the same tlm
stimulating-the secretioasof tho live
,1s writing up the TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT at the and generally restoring the health
CnnfoArit X Roads, In the Toledo
Weekly Blade, in his peculiar functions of the digestive organs.
style.

LOCKE

A

JONES. Toledo, Ohio.

MAGIC LANTERNS
McAllister's Patent Artopucon.

The most powerful Magic Lantern
ever made; with a brilliantOil Lamp;
Home, Sunday School and Lectures.
Hterenpttcons. Ac. Slides at reduced
„ prices. A profitable business /or a man
capital. Bend stamp for Catalogue.
for

W. MirCHBLL M'ALLISTER,
1314 ChestnutSt., Philadelphia.

throat after an unmual exertiun of the vocalorgana-

Obtain only “Bhowr’i Bhohchial Tboobbb,''
and do not take any of the worthleeeImitation*
that may ba offerad. Hold evtryuhire.

Portable Soda Fountains!
$40, $50, $75 and $100.

THIRTY YKAKN’ KXPK1UKNCKOF AN
OLD NUR8E.

GOOD,

MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP IS THE
PRESCRIPTIONOf one of the heat Female Phyel-

DURABLE AND

CHEAP.

Shipped Ready for Uie.

ciane and Nnreee (n tho United Statee, and haa

Manufactured by J. W.
A CO., Madiiox, Ind.

CHAPMAN

been need tor thirty yeare with never falling
safety and success by millions of mothers and
children, from the feeble Infant of one weak old to
the adnlt. It corrects acidity of the etoraach, relievos wind coUc, regulates the bowels, and gives
rest, health and comfort to mother and child
We believe it to be the Best and Surest Remedy in
the World In all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises from
Teethingor from any other canse. Pall directions
for using will accompauy eaoh bottle. None.GonuIns unless the fac-slmlle of CURTIS A PERKINS
Is on the outside wrapper.
BOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

break, leak, nor explode. Are or-

CHILDREN OFTEN LOOK PALE AND

In

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

Orient Safety Lamps,
Entirely of Metal, are the only
lamps In use which ran neither

namentnl and cheap.
to all household iisest also, to
stores, factories, cfcnrches, etc.

AGENTS MAKE $10 A DAY
Mcllinv These

In every county
the United atate*. Address

WALLACE & SONS,
89

VEMHYUGI

WILLIAM

Worms without

will destroy

CSMFITS

Lamps.

AGENTS WANTED

SICK.

Chambers Street, New York.
A.

DROWN &

CO.

Injury to the child,

being perfectly WHITE, and free from all coloring
or other InjuriousIngredients usually used In
worm preparations.

UMBRELLA

nil its fluids

with

IPiMSOL

lV[Aja.\xXactULX’erM,
MANUFACTORY AND WAREROOMS
•

G

AND

FAMILY
LINIMENT.

WhS' will You

Suffer 1

Ta all persons

suffering

from Iheumattimt Neuralgia.

Cramp! In the limbs or stomach, Billons Colic,Pain In the
back, bowels or side, we would

PANACEA
. AND

FAMILY
LINIMENT.

LEY,
Farm

Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Head

ENGINE,

ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs,
Tightness of tho Chest, Dizziness, Souir
TEN AND TWELVE HORBK-POWER,
Eructationsof the Stomach, Bad Tastli PLIGHT,
I J mounted on a Strong Wsg m and ready for use
in tho Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpita,*
Our Improved Spark Arrester ti the best In use.
Bend order direct.Illustrated Cataloguesfurtatiou of tho Heart, Inflammation of thp nished on application to
Lungs, Pain in the region of the Kidneys, and a hundred other painful symptoms, are tho offsprings of Dyspepsia.
JOHN AND WATER-STB., CINCINNATI, O.
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
of its merits than a lengthy advertise-

LANE

ment.

Bwellings,Ulcers,Erysipelas,Swelled Neck,
Goitre, Scrofulous Inflammations, Indolent
Inflammations,Mercurial Affections, Okl
Boros, Eruptions of tho Skin, Sore Eyes, etj
In these, as in all other constitutionalDiseases, Walker’s Vinegar Bitters have
shown their great curative powers in the
most obstinateand intractablecases.

tent and IntermittentFevers, Diseases6i
tho Blood, Liver, Kiduejs and Bladder.
these Bitters have no equal, Such Diseases
are caused by Vitiated Blood.

Mechanical Diseases. -Persons engaged in Paints and Minerals,such as
Plumbers,Type-setters, Gold-beaters, and
Miners, as they advance in life, are subject
to paralysis of the Bowels. To guard
against this, take a dose of Walker’s Vineuar Bitters occasionally.

For Skin Diseases, Eruptions,Tetter,

Worms,

lurking in tho system of so many thousands,
are eflectually destroyed and temou-d. Nu
BVsttlin nf mcdiciuVho verntifoges,no au
thelmiuiticswill free the system from worm*
like these Bitters.

For Female Complaint#,
or old, married or single, at the

in

young

dawn

of wc,

others the remedy you want

Cleanse the Vitiated Blood when-

manhood, or tho

.

J. V.

UKNBT, CURB

n!y^ 8ole°A««»U.

AMICAlf ORGAN

GO.

ESTABLISHED
NEARLY i DDAETER

OF A

CENTUBY.

50,000 ORGANS SOLD

ORGAN AT HOME!
This admirablecollection of music for Reed Organs should be at Home wherever there Is a Reed
Instrument. Notning that la not nf tho very beat
qualityhas been allowed In the book, which haa
more than 200 attractive piecea.comDactly
printed
on large pages. Nothing difficult. Everything

11^

to

mHB

Policy at this Company is
the ban
JL materials without regard to coat. Itiemployot,
especially those In leading positions,have hoea
famlltar with the manufacture of reed tnetrumeata
from the Infancy of the buitneee.
The casee are solidly constructed, and from Nfw

and Blioavt Dmioxb.
The manufacturersclaim that they have enoosedsd in producingthe moat satisfactorykarmomi
ever heard from Retie ; while at the soma time
their Organs have never been equaled in Pomr.

nicely fitted to the popular taste. \

Price in bdi, $2.50. Cl’h, $3.00. Gilt, $4.00-

n

An Organ Leading 3,000 Singers!
Ths following Isttsr, from ths Most Eminent Or
ganUttii the U. *., refere to an Organ now need
in the Rev, Dr. Talmadge’e church. The Organ,
formerly uied>ade by anotherhouse, had prove*

iDiafflcient.

.

PRICE $2.50. By WM. U. CLARKE.
A thorough Method,containingnotouly
abundant
directions and exercIs'S, lut a large quantityof
the best Reed Organ Mulic, arranged and fitted ful that so email an Inetrnmenthi slae should have
with Mr. Clarke’s well-knownsxquiiltetaitc and
J’°Tre.r10
CongrcgaMon of eo many
skill. Sella Immensely.
thousand people. The Trusteea.aa well ai myself,
!uViiiC.hkP!#E,6dKWl!h “
of Tows is

The

Clarke’s Dollar Instructor
FOR REED ORGAN8.
An excellent and attractivetnatruction book for
thoae who need a short and easy courae.
Sent post-paid, on receiptof retailprice.

OLIVER DITHON

k CO.,
Boston.

CHAR. H. DITHON, k OQ.,
711 B’dway, New York.

Mi

UNHAM

MM

Warerooms.igtostUih
Street,

[EstablishedItaUfi

RC* YORK,

Cataloguessent to any address on application.
Treimomt^et. (opp.Waltham-stJ,
Boatom, ^omu

RUPTURES
POSITITELI CUBED.
Send etamp for circular,or call. Abdominal Itpporters, Shoulder Braces, Crutches;all kinds of
Instrumsutsfor dsformitles. Silk Stocktni
Belti, Ac.

______ . LR.A.U.
187 Wsuhlngton it., Chtcogm*

t^-l ST Per Day. l.ono Agents wanted. Rend
UPl-cl stamp to A. H. Blsir ACo.. St. Louts, Mo.

SsUfor Illustrated CirevlattmdPrice List.

Med^aJWmidcrW Bhonlihe read by
all. Sent free for 2 atampa. Address
___________ DR. BONAPABfB, Clnclnuatl, O,
of

BOOK

Longest engaged, and most successful physlcru at
tho age. Consultation or pamphlet free. Call or
write. Just ptfollshed for young men who suffer
from Nervousnees, Debility, Ac., pamphlet 98
payee, a itampe ; a book 200 pages, tlluetrated.Mte.

ever you find its impuritiesbursting through
the skin in Pimples, Eruptions, or Sores;
It has cured the above comC* 11
cleanse it when you find it obstructed and
plaints In thousandsof cases.
sluggish io the veins ; cleanse it when it is n,fi,e E
or Contemplate marriage.
1 rice Mets, hr mall. Address Dr. Hutu’ Dlapc-uThera Is no mistake aboni It.
foul ; your feelings will tell you when. Keep
wiry. 12 North Eighth Street, 8t. Louis, Mo. ^
In ihh
Try it Sold by all Druggists.
the blood pure, and the health of the system
By artietie derignlngand careful manufacturing will follow.
we produce better Umbrellas and Parasolathan
r. h. McDonald & co..
are made In Enrope or America.
th-AgpUta and Gen. Agta, San Francuco, California,
If yoti want Serviceable Umbrellasand the latest
and cor. of Washingtonand Chariton Sts., N. Y.
style orpatiiols,inquire for our make.
f. C0A1S’
Bold by all Druggists and Dealers.
Look for tur Trade Mark.
for

AN ECO.,

THE SMITH

BODIiEY

THE

(

Scrofula, or King’s Evil, Whit®

Pin, Tape, and other

&

FOR REED ORGANS!

of all

HOUSEHOLDabd Family LinimmtIs

D

The Beet Portable

turn ‘of life, these TomN
Bitters display so decided an influence that
improvementis soon perceptible.,

ay Thm IIousiholdPanacea

E & BO

N

system thus fore-armed.

n

HOUSEHOLD
PANACEA

LA

Vinega

Bitters. No epidemic can take hoi

Salt-Rheum,Blotches, Spots, Pimples,
Pustules, Boils, Carbuncles,Ring-wonii,
CURTIS A BROWN, proprietors.
Scald-head, Sore Eyes, Erysipelas. Itch.
No. HI 5 Pulton Street,New York.
1440 Market Street, 13, 1» <t 17 South Scurfs, Qiscolorationsof the Skin, Humors
u3ILn.I)lWUt'
and dealert in
Third Street, Philadelphia.
aieduinet, at TwiRvy-viva Cbbtb a Bo*.
and Diseases of tho Skin of whatever nanji
WAREROOMS:'
or nature, are literally dug up and carried
“ NOTHING BETTER.” Cutler Bres. Boston
498 &. 009 Broadway, NEW YORK. out of the system in a short time by tho m.
-tI*. „ 5
celebrated Vioetabli
Pplmobabt Balsam, for Colds and Consumption.
of these Bitters.
O

ani

FARM ENGINES.

MANUFACTURERSOF

For Inflammatory and Chronic
Adapted Rheumatism, Gout, Bilious, Remit-

from no other cause than having worma in the
stomach.

BROWN’S

by purifying
of a

taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the

Aduress

Fortify the body against diseas

Specimen copy free.

Land Commisaluuer,Uurhugton,Iowa.

Homestead Laic, mailed free to all parts of tbs
world.
O. F DAVIS.
Land Commissioner,IT. P. R. R.. Omaha. Nib

Internal and externaluse.
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Table Etiquette.

Mortgage Sale.

^

BOOTS & SHOES.

(tontentionG.

_

Default having been made in the conditionsof
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortjja^e, bear
OF
before you commence eating yourself.
ing date the authdayofMarch, A. D.
made
“To
Oob6ohi:m
and executedby John C. Cottrell and Rhoa
h. ‘ a Cot2. Do not eat soup from the tip, but the
troll his wife,
of
Plalnwcll;
Michigan,
ortles of
"ichlgan,.
part
vie ... ..... .....
. , pi
the firstpart, and Albert H. Campbell and William
office
School Inspector docs not side of the spoon.
C. Carrier of the same place, parties of the second
8. On passing your plate to be replenexpire until
successor is chosen at
part, and recorded in the office of the Registerof
Have on hand a constantly replenished, cans- Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa, and Stale
the coming election, on Monday next, and ished, retain the knife and fork.
fully selectedand ever fresh stock:uf
o
or Michigan, on the 22d day of March. A. D. 1W»,
4 Wipe the mouth before drinking.
In Liber K of Mortgages, on page (172, and afterqualified.
place is iwt vara/it and
wards assigned by the said Albert
Campbell
5.
the
teaspoon
from
the
cup
any ballot for it as a vacancy is ttoffal.
and WilliamC. Carrier, by deed of assignmentto
John C. Bassett, Charles R. Bates and John H.
Clocks,
Neither is the School Inspectorshipfor before drinking tea or coffee.
Bates of Kalaiuaeoo, for a valuableconsideration,
Eighth
Street,
City
of
Holland.
Watches,
0. Use the knife only in cutting the
which said assignment was recorded in the ofllc*
one year vacant, except by the acceptance
Jewelry, of the Register of Deeds In and for the County of
food; do not raise It to the mouth.
of the following resignation:
Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the 9th day of
The undersigned respectfullyannounces that he
7. Eat slowly; rapid eating is unhealthy.
Cdtleky', December, A. D. 1N19, in Liner R of Mortgages, on
To Rev. Chas. Scott, chairman of the
still suHtains his old reputation, and that nopage 138, and again assignedby John fl. Bates,
body needs to be wanting in anything
Board of School Inspectors, City of Hol8. If you find anything unpleasant In
one of the surviving co-partners of the late firm oi
which belongs to his line of trade.
land:—! hereby resign
office of your food, avoid calling the attentionof
Bassett, Bates and Bales, and William A. Wood
and John W. Breesc, executorsof the estate of
School Inspector, to which I was elected in
John C. Bassett, deceased, to Charles R. Bates the
Laiia
tid Hiuei
April 1873, and for which I duly qualified others to it.
other and surviving partner of said linn of Bassett,
9. Close the lips when chewing.
Also a fall lino of
accordingto law.
Bates and Bates, and recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa
R. Pieters.
10. Keep your elbows off the table.
ana State of Michigan,on the 12th day of January,
!
!
Holland, March 31st, 1874.
11.
not speak with food in your
A. D. 1874, In Liber R of Mortgages,on page 603.
And whereas there Is now claimed to be <fue and
The most competent workmen constantlyemThis is accepted, for the purpose of
mouth.
unpaid on said Mortgage the sum of seven hun
ployed, ami all work made up In the
giving legalityto the Election Notice of the
dred
and ten dollars and eighty cents ($710.80)
lateststyle and with dispatch.
12. When asked to help your neighbor
and no suit either In law or in equity having been
City Clerk; but this is further to declare, do not shove, but hand the plate to him.
commencedto recover the same or any part thereof,
Eeptirng till
From;! Attention
Therefore:Xotlct Ui/urtto oittn that on Tvuday,
that Rev. R. Pieters and myself have
13. Do not turn your head and stare
tfu 2WA duyqf May, A. D. 1874, at one o'clock In the
E.
acted as proper City Officers for the last
afternoonor saiu day, at the front door of the
about the room.
Court House, in the City of Grand Haven, in said
HoLLAND.Feb.20th, 1874. l-S^s-ly
year and any
have claimed or do
14. If any one at the table makes a misComity of Ottawa (that being the place of holding
the CircuitCourt for said County), there will be
claim to fill our places are in law and in take, take the least possible notice of it.
sold for cash, to the highest bidder, at public aucmorals usurpers.
tion or vendue, the premises describedin said
Mortgage, or so much theieol as may be neoccseury
Cha’s Scott.
to satisfythe amount due and payable on Halil
Mortgage, with Interest at ten percent, and all
legal costs and charges of such sale and also an
Enterprise.
attorneyfee oi fifty dollars, as provided for in
said mortgage, In case proceedings should be taken
to foreclose the same.
the east shore of Lake Michigan,
The following Is the descriptionof the land!
twelve miles south and west of the city
and premises as described In said Mortgage, w hich
PROPRIETOR.
will be otlered for sale on the said day aforemenof Holland,lies the villagesof Saugatuck.
articleof LAGER BEER and ALE on
tioned, to wit: that part of the fractionalSouth West
Desire
to
inform
their many friend* and cusd at all times.
quarter and West half of South East quarter of
and Douglas, in the county of Allegan.
section sixteen, In township live, north of range
tomers that they have on hand and for sale
All
orders
promptly
attended
to,
and
no
drawing a staight line between the
sixteenWest, which is bounded by a line running
cartage charged for
from a certain stake on the shore of Lake Mlchf
cities of Chicago and Grand Rapids, the Dry Goods,
an twenty-three
chains and fifty-sixlinks North
Gallon us and yon may bs sure the appearance,
rom the South Hue of said section ; running thence
reader will find these villages, Saugatuck
prices and qaalltyof our Goods will suit yi u. We are
Groceries,
East, parallel with said South line to the East line of
ready to repair,
and Douglas, on the line at the mouth of
the tract first described;running thence North
Crockery,
The proprietor would announce that he
along said East lino far enough to includeforty
the Kalamazoo River, a large stream that
pays the highest
acres of land; thence West parallelwith the South
Glass-ware,
In
a
Thoroughly
Satisfactory
Manner.
line to Lake Michigan; thence South along the
is aavigable to Allegan, a distance of fifty
shore of Lake Michigan, to the place of begluing;
Hats and Caps,
of 8th
Streets. containing forty acree of land; also the West onehalf (M)of the following described land: bounded
46-McMy
Boots a Shoes,
Saugatuck combines almost all the attriby a line comraencing at a point where the South
butes of a flourishing town, hut the one
line of section sixteen In tow nship five, North of
Etc., Etc.
range sixteen West. Intersects Lake Michigan,
thing needed to insure future prosperity is
in the
East, variation four degrees, thirty minutes, thirtyfour chains, to a stake twenty chalna East of the
Railroad connectionwith the outside
South quarter post of said section sixteen. North
world. This want has become jp apparent
(variationfour degrees, twenty-five minutes East,
-:o:twenty-three chains A fifty-three links to a certain
Holland,January 28,
50-3s-ly
that many of the leading citizens are stirstake West) variation four degrees,thirty minutes, East, thirty-three chains and fifty links to
F. 8LOOTER.
J. E. HIGGINS.
ring in the matter and exhibit their wisdom
of
the water of Lake Michigan; thence South three
Gratefully
acknowledging
the
liberal
patroby working for
to the future
degreesWest, variation four degrees, twenty-five
nage of his many friem
ends and customers
minutes East, twenty-threechains and fifty-six
Metropolis ef the
Rapids.
in
the
past,
respectfully
invites
J.
links to the place of beginning,containingeighty
the attention of the
acres of land ; it being tne intention of the parties
The proposition is this, to “grade and tie”
Pablic to his
of the first part, to convey forty (40) acres of land
Where may be fonnd at ail time*, at
STORE OF
• Road from Saugatuck to Holland, thereof the last description;
oil lying and being in tha
County of Ottawa,and State of Michigan.
making an extension of the Grand
Holland, Mich., February 27. 1874.
!
OF
Charles R. Bates.
Rapids and Holland Railroad. Surveys
8th Street, Holland, Michigan.
Assignee of Mortgagee.
Goods
of the Beit Quality and at the Lowest
have been made and estimates of the proHoward A McBride, Atty s. for AssIgDee.
We beg leave to call the attention of the Public
to the fact that we have opened, In LABARBE’8
bable cost furnished
the expense
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van Undestated at $27,000— of the amount $18,000
gend’s) a FLOUR AND FEED STORE. We shall
keep
eep constantly on hand everythingthat pertains
hat already been subscribed,and probato a

1. See that those about you are helped
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Store,

Bute-Grand

HARRINGTON,
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by
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Wholesale

FLOUR & FEED

LARGE
-

SLOOTER & HIGGINS,

Retail

bly two or three thousand dollars addition-

Hard-warE. Dr. E. WOODRUFF,

PRICES.

.Holland, Mich., Jan.

1st, 1874.

can be raised at Sangatuck, and right

Feed Store.

First-class Flour &

•elected for the trade.

SHid-ly
Wi Uvs

Flour, Feed,

encouragement.If Grand

road bed will be speedily prepared and

At Lowest Gash Prices.

Hon. Jaa. F. Joy, of the Michigan Cen’•ratable

•***•*
and equip it with

tral, will iron

itock.

rolling

We therefore urge that this matter may
Mt he permittedto go by default but let
some of our citizens who have the best
IntereeU of Grand Rapids constantlyin

view join hands with our rSangatuck
friends and bring the matter to a speedy

Rhenmat

j

1

la&lliUeiv*lbrNerv*.Kildlseasea.firora to. this ttth April, ir 1
F. A.

OSBOURN,

Ifoiarf

r*b,l‘kur

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.
18, 1874. 108-ly

Holland, March
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,

Heady

P.8.

Dr. FUler’s

Pilla, 20

ct*.,

at

past twelve yean been located In Opera Block, has now, since being burned out* removed hi* stock to 88 Canal
Horse Nails,
itreet, where he continncsto cure every descripHorse Shoes,
tion of Acltb, Chronic and Privats Dihiask,
on the mo«t reasonable terms. He manufactures
Wagon Springs,
all his remedies from the raw material, hence,
Horse Trimmings,
know n to be purely vegetable. He uses no
Glass, Putty, ,
Minerals or Poison*.Having prescribed for over
eighteen th( usand patients
•tients within
ithln the pat
past ten
Paints, Oils,
years, without losing one
onk or THEN, where he
Nails, etc.
was the only doctor called.He guarantees reasonable satisfaction in the treatment of every
disease which afflicts humanity.
He keeps constantly on hand over 200 kinds of
the most choice Roots, Bark and Herbs, and over
100 kinds of his own manufacture of medicines.
He is to be found at his offlee at all hours— day

Again! f armers’

the store of

or night.

And many

For Sale at a Bargain.

and successful conclusion. — G. R. Tinu*.

A beautiful suburban residence on Black Lake,
a full vfew of the city, containing ten acres
The following is from an, Iowa paper, with land,
all improved, with good house and
barn,
six acres of fruit, all varieties,in good conand is worthy of a notice, if it were only
dition,good dockage, with water for targe vesfor the businesslike language in which it sels, will be sold for cash at a sacrifice.
For particulars inquire on the premises, or of
conveys the intelligence:
Jacob Flleman,at his wagon shop on River street.
Aug. 23,
47-tf
44 On Wednesday of last week a school-

fl.

kinds of choice

k

s^e lifted

it

DENTISTRY

!

blow.

School Books,
Stationery,

Etc.

Wall Paper,

61,

when

wicked and not
wicked when it is not wicked. In itself
It has no more moral character than walk
ing, wrestling or rowing. Bad company,

QRA2>Tr>

m

the exercise evil;

RAPIDS,

|gud after he had left Washington with

Victor Sewing Machine.

of the Govern-

the assistance of one of the

special correspondents,he

had

Washingtonasking

that the

ing his prayer by telegraph,

Whim

was born,
•ndowment insurances to a large amount
waTfi effected on his life, and made payable
at the age of 18, On March 16 he was in
consequenceto have received several
the Prince Imperial

millions of franos from the Insurancecom
panies.

The

cpizooty has been fatal

|p some parts of Oregon.

Slate Pencils.

WORLD,
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Steroscopes and Views,

glance, In the
ciplea.
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CHECKER BOARDS,
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4&-fl*-ly
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PRICE REDUCED.

Human

Face, on ScientificPri»

UNimunT nflV-Or, the

Natural History of
Aan; Oririn, Manners,Cua>
toms and Modes of Life In different Tribes and
Nations, with differentTemperament* and picto-

ETHNOLOGY
rial

Illustrations.
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and Discipline of Children, and the Right Management of Lunatics, the Insane, Prisoner*and
others.
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Self Setting Needle.

^l Iho leading Mct>
of the World.

and Women
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all
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WORLD
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etc.

prijaTTV Koch useful Informationon tha
x IB ALL I, leading topics of the day-Pollt-

Positive.

not partisan— ReHgloas,not sectarian-Educational, Reformatory,Agrlcaltural, Commercial, etc.— will be giren. and no efiorta spared to
make Tie Phrenouoioalfor 1874, the moet interesting ever published.
leal,

Scat under seal, In a plain envelope, to any adreceipt of six cent*, or two postage

Chas. J. C.

Kline

Go-,

Post-OfficeBox4, 585.
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54
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!
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Address:
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s Life-Time

GENTS WANTED.

the Publishers,

1* BOWERY, NEW TORE,

Win Lut

No reaction from Springs.

a despatch

words
“and the VRv-Preeident” might be Inserved In the proper places, thus amend-

sent to

Brain and ita Functlons; the Location and
Nature of ail the Organs,with directions for cuk
tlvating,developing, Improving and restraining
them.

rnALNULUui

Dairies,
Slates,

River St., Holland

TOST comm

Tfdt Lectori trifl prou a boon to thousands.

tenner funeral cortege that he had 0mm, on
stamp*.
cudUed to name the Vice-RrasidentIn his
Address

tbs

DUIMMJnT fiflV- The

4tn*a-ly

which every sufferer, no matter what hi* condition
may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and

er

Devoted to Science,
Literature and General Intelligence.

Memorandum Books,

Butter, Eggs dt VegeiaUss.

Mag-

azine,

Albums,

River St., Holland, Mich.

THE GREAT CAUSE

radically.

ment. WKb

for

III THE
Fit*: Mental a: a Physical incapacity, Ac.— By ROBERT J . CULVEftWELL,. M.
Divested of every loose and clumsy attachments
D^ Author of the “Gl-eenBook," Ac.
The world-renowned author. In this admirable and every delicate and complicatedcontrivances.
Lecture,clearly provea from his own experience
that tha awftil consequences of Self-Abusemay
be effectually removed without medicines, and

<

First-cla&s Illustrated

Pencils,

,
THE UBW
Paid

good company, whole- Epilepsy.

officers

A

Pens,

In their Seasons, at Lowest Prices.

1674.

JuM Published, in a ftaltd EnvHopt. PriutixotnU.
A Lictuu on tub Natubi, Trbatmknt and
permaRadical care of Seminal Weakness, or Spcrmanotary
torrhoea,, Induced by Self-Abuse,Invoiu

It occurred to Senate-chaplainBander

the

Envelopes,

VEGETABLES,

may make

“public opinion.”

all

at all times.

Writing Books,

some hours and home influences, mqy
make it a very great benefit."— We weuld
like to endorse these views, hut in •common
with several of our best men, we flo not without dangerous surgicaloperations,bongiee,
dare to ekpress ourselves on account o Instrument*,ring* or cordials, pointing out a
mode of cure at once certain and effectual by

prayer for

found

be

Street,

HUMAN MISERY.

ills

untimely hours, evil dances,

Monroe

Formerly of this City, will be at the offlee of Dr.
T. D. Powkbs, lii the City of Holland, every
Monday, until further notice.
Holland, Mich., February 9,
B8-tf

whether it is wicked to dance:

“It is wicked

May

Inks,

The Rev. Hemy Ward Beecher makes
(he Okrktian Union, to
as to

what he will faithfullyperform,and will correctly locate yonr disease and give yon a correct diagnosis of your cases without asking you scarcely
question. Liver complaints treated for fifty
cents per week, and other diseases in proportion.
Connell at the offlee free.
Liver Complaint treated foriiftycents per week
and other diseases In proportion. Counsel at th«
offlee free. Medicine sent by express all parts of the
United
%y [.

Window Shades,

this reply in

query

Among the leading articles of medicine manufactured by him are his Lives Sirups, Cough

States.

GENERAL DEALER IN

Yankee Notions,
Flour & Feed,

SB. J. 8. JOHNSON,

a

his earthly existence at a single

45-McI-ly

A. CLOETINGH,
Etc., Etc., Etc.,

high over her head, and, with

sweeping “master stroke,” brought
down on the devoted head of the recalcitrant student, settling his resistance and

Sts.

Glass-ware,

to set in against the female disciplinarian.

Gathering a heavy chair which was near,

men

Syrups, and Female Restoratives ; all of which
JOBBING SOOT AT 8S0BT VOTICE. give universal satisfaction.Call and counsel
with a doctor who will promise yon nothing but
E. VAN DER VEEN.

8. E. cor. 8th A River

Crockery,

mistress in Falrfleld township undertook

boy about
15 years of age. The boy made a fierce
resistance, and the tide of conflict began

all
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other things too numerous to
tion.

Family Groceries,
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to chastise one of her pupils, a

EEENGS,

Where

Implements,

Carpenters’ Tools,
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with Syrup.
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Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,

and Mill Stuff,

icribe six or seven thousand dollars— the
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bifid i full Aiiortaifitof tbi
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COOK, PARLOR AND

Hay, Grain,

s

Join in the enterprise-sub-

BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,

I hope to see all my old friends and many new
ones to examine my goods, so well

here they naturally look to this city for

Rapids will

-STOCK.
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CASE

assistance and

!

E. VAN DER VEEN,

and

al

Store

1874.
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a Road

Barley and Hops. Hardware

10th St. 4 Soon W«it

of

00,
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Broadway, N- 7.
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OF
LIFE! MIDIDIiETOWN, OOJSTN.
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OF TOE CELEBRATED

SHONINGER ORGANS,
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v The day aMaai
at. last arrived
Swhen man can Tie rescued
__ ra the Iron Jaw* of Mercury by the use of Dr. J obnson’s Vigor of Life, the

,
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Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,

The belt maeloU Went of tbi conntrj reconmend the** Organs. The nice*! and beat. More
for your money, Mid give* better satisfaction,
than
any other now made. They comprise the

In-

Suih.

tf

Wills, fnbiiibir,389 Broadway, V. T.

J. E. HIGGINS,

<

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and ColCollecuons
lection business.
_______ made on all points
in
the United
States ana
and Europe,
Enro
mine
uniieamaies
particular attention paid to the collectionsof Bank* and Banker*.
______ Purifierand Searcher. Sold by all Drug- Remittances made on day of payment. All busiIllustratedCatalogueslent by mail, poet-paid t*
gists, Met*., and $1. per bottle.Offlee A Labor- ness entrustedto mo shall nave prompt attention. Intercat allowed on time deposit*, subject any addreM, upon application to
store Mo. 497 Fulton street,Chicago.

Wbolisak Agent*.—Fuller A Fuller, lord, tp check at sight. Foreign exchange, bought
this winter Smith ACo.#VanSchaack, StephensonA Rcld.Tol- andaold.Tickets to and from all points In Europe
man A King, Dombam * Son, HurlburtA Edsall, •old at my office,
5. KENYON.
Chicago.
fT-ly My

111. i

B. I-

DEALER Of

DAILY USE.

i great Vegetable Medical
« cure of Nervous ana

Temh.— Monthly, $9 a year, In advanee.Clnba
ten or more, $1 each. Single numbto, 60 cent*.
The moat liberalPremiums are given. Address

Mt,
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d hub

BHONXNOUt *

Oo.,

BiVN, Orea.

MILL FEED, CORN, Ac.
All orders promptly attended to.

ASBjnrroR

U.BeEx. Oo.& Me
Office at If. L.S.

R.

I* s.

R.

R.

R. Depot,

HOLLAND, MICH.
4B-*-ly

